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Abstract: This document is an inventory and evaluation of the landscape 
features of Fort Knox. This document serves to meet the requirements for 
Federal agencies to address their cultural resources, defined as any prehis-
toric or historic district, site, building, structure, or object, specifically, 
Section 110 which requires Federal agencies to inventory and evaluate 
their cultural resources.  

This report recommends the enlargement of the Fort Knox Historic Dis-
trict, previously established by Goodwin and Associates in their draft 
nomination in 1995.  The recommended expansion will include historic 
landscape features significant to the district, the period of significance, 
and the layout and design of the post.  These significant landscape features 
include the Chaffee Avenue gates, the Stithton traffic circle and potentially 
all of Cornwell Field, Knox Street and the land between.  In addition, this 
report includes recommendations on landscaping within the Historic Dis-
trict to improve the integrity of the landscape and to create continuity 
within the district. 
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Unit Conversion Factors 

 

Non-SI* units of measurement used in this report can be converted to SI 
units as follows: 

Multiply By To Obtain 
acres 4,046.873 square meters 

feet 0.3048 meters 

inches 0.0254 meters 

miles (U.S. statute) 1.609347 kilometers 

square feet 0.09290304 square meters 

square miles 2,589,998 square meters 

yards 0.9144 meters 

 

                                                                 

*Système International d’Unités (“International System of Measurement”), commonly known as the 
“metric system.” 
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1 Methodology 

Background 

Through the years, the United States Congress has enacted laws to pre-
serve our national cultural heritage. The first major Federal preservation 
legislation was the Antiquities Act of 1906. This Act was instrumental in 
securing protection for archeological resources on Federal property. The 
benefits derived from this Act and subsequent legislation precipitated an 
expanded and broader need for the preservation of historic cultural re-
sources. With this growing awareness, the United States Congress codified 
the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (NHPA), the most sweeping 
cultural resources legislation to date. 

The United States Congress created the NHPA to provide guidelines and 
requirements aimed at preserving tangible elements of our past primarily 
through the creation of the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
Contained within this piece of legislation (Sections 110 and 106) are re-
quirements for Federal agencies to address their cultural resources, de-
fined as any prehistoric or historic district, site, building, structure, or ob-
ject. Section 110 requires Federal agencies to inventory and evaluate their 
cultural resources. Section 106 requires the determination of effect of Fed-
eral undertakings on properties deemed eligible or potentially eligible for 
the NRHP. 

The United States Army first established Camp Knox as a temporary camp 
in the north-central area of Kentucky when the United States entered 
World War I (WWI). The post closed in 1922, but continued to serve until 
1932 as a training center for the V Corps. In January 1932, the post was 
selected as the site for the mechanized cavalry training and was redesig-
nated as Fort Knox, to reflect its new permanence as the home of the 
mechanized cavalry. In 1940, Fort Knox became the home to the head-
quarters of the newly established Armored Force Command. Currently, 
Fort Knox is home to the United States Armor Center, United States Ar-
mor School, and United States Army Recruiting Command (see Figure 1).  

In 1995, a portion of the Fort Knox cantonment was determined eligible 
for the National Register as a historic district (Figure 2).  It was deter-
mined that the district formed an architecturally cohesive unit significant 
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for its characteristics of Army planning and architecture during the Inter-
war period (Criterion C) and for its role in the development of armored 
warfare (Criterion A).1   

Objective 

The objective of this effort was to perform an inventory of all significant 
landscapes in the Fort Knox Cantonment area and evaluate their signifi-
cance and integrity for inclusion on the NRHP. Any significant landscapes 
eligible include photographic and historical documentation, as well as 
general recommendations on how to preserve and/or protect these re-
sources in the future. 

Approach 

The researchers approached the objective by first performing a site visit 
that included a survey and inventory of the cantonment landscape; photo-
graphing, sketching site maps of major landscapes, and some archival re-
search. 

Site Visits 

Members of the research team conducted a site visit to survey the land-
scape and conduct research. The site visit occurred in January 2007. Dur-
ing the site visit, researchers collected archival information such as maps 
and historic photographs from the installation and made preliminary de-
terminations of historic eligibility. Researchers conducted site reconnais-
sance on foot and by car using photography, sketches, and note-taking to 
help get an overall feeling for the cantonment landscape as a whole. Then 
smaller component landscapes were examined for integrity and NRHP eli-
gibility. 

Archival Research 

Archival research involves several tasks. The first task is the initial litera-
ture review. The second is to identify and locate primary research materi-
als. 

                                                                 
1  Kuranda, Kathryn M. et al. Inventory, Evaluation, and Nomination of Military Installations: Fort Knox, 

Kentucky, (Frederick, MD: R. Christopher Goodwin & Associates, Inc. for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
Baltimore District, 1995), 68. 
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Literature review 

The research team used secondary literature to determine the general his-
tory of the cantonment at Fort Knox. This involved reading published and 
unpublished material found on the region, Fort Knox, and its landscape.  

Research material 

The research team then located primary research materials and additional 
secondary materials to establish a strategy to best utilize these resources. 
Members of the research team conducted a visit to the National Archives 
in College Park, Maryland.  

Analysis 

After the initial research was complete, the team analyzed the gathered in-
formation and resources. Historic maps and photographs were examined 
and compared to current day conditions. For those landscapes with sig-
nificance based on the historic context and themes, a determination of in-
tegrity was made. 

Evaluation 

The evaluation of structures and landscapes follows the guidelines in the 
National Register Bulletin #15 How to Apply the National Register Crite-
ria for Evaluation, and National Register Bulletin #16 How to Complete 
the National Register Registration Form. In addition, the survey followed 
the Army’s guidance for “Documenting and Evaluating Historic Military 
Landscapes: An Integrated Landscape Approach” and the National Reg-
ister Bulletin #30: Guidelines for Evaluating and Documenting Rural 
Historic Landscapes. 

After the research was complete, the team analyzed the gathered informa-
tion. Archival and field information was integrated throughout the course 
of the research, necessitating an integration of visual and written sources 
in the final report. 

Researchers 

The researchers utilized on this project were Megan Weaver Tooker, MLA 
as lead landscape historian; and Adam Smith, M.Arch. as project manager 
and lead architectural historian. 
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Figure 2: Existing 
Fort Knox 
Cantonment 
Historic District in 
blue, 2006 (data 
layers courtesy 
Fort Knox 
Environmental 
Management 
Division with 
modification by 
ERDC-CERL). 
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2 Historic Context 

Geographic Setting 

Fort Knox is located in Bullitt, Hardin, and Meade Counties in north-central 
Kentucky. The installation spans 109,054 acres and includes a cantonment 
area and a variety of topography and landscapes for training (Figure 3). Lo-
cated just 35 miles from Louisville, Fort Knox is situated on the Interior pla-
teau ecoregion of Kentucky. The installation straddles the rolling Mitchell 
Plain dominated by pasturelands and agricultural crops, and the Knob-
Norman upland region with its rounded hills and forested ridges.2  The Ohio 
River is located just north of the installation and runs past West Point, Ken-
tucky. Tributaries such as the Salt Fork and Rolling River run through the in-
stallation. Agriculture in the area includes corn, soybean, livestock, small 
grain, and tobacco farming.  

Pre-military Landscape 

The Fort Knox area was settled by migrants from Virginia, North Carolina, 
and Pennsylvania mostly of English decent. Hardin County, one of the oldest 
counties in Kentucky, was established right before Kentucky became a state in 
1792. During the 1880s, agriculture was the main economic pursuit although 
many industries were profitable that directly supported agriculture including 
milling and transport. Communities in the area, Elizabethtown, West Point, 
Garnettsville, and Stithton, prospered through a mix of agriculture, com-
merce, and industry (Figure 4). 

During the Civil War, the Kentucky General Assembly voted to remain neutral 
until eventually siding with the Union. As a result, Kentucky provided soldiers 
to both the Union and Confederate Armies. Fortifications, like Fort Duffied, 
and bridges were built along the Ohio River just north of Fort Knox bounda-
ries. Thousands of soldiers followed the Louisville and Nashville Turnpike 
north and south through present day Fort Knox. After the Civil War, the area 
fell into a state of economic decline.   

                                                                 
2  Woods, A.J. et al. Ecoregions of Kentucky, (Reston, VA., U.S. Geological Survey, 2002). 
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Figure 3: Map showing the location of Fort Knox relative to the Ohio River, Elizabethtown and 
topography of the area (USGS, 1979). 
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Figure 4: Photograph of downtown Stithton circa 1910 showing post office and hotel on left and 
railroad station on right (Kempf 2004, 52). 

The military first began training in the Fort Knox area in 1903. West Point, 
north of the existing installation, was selected as the location for Camp 
Young. In April 1918, a temporary site was an annexed to Camp Zachary Tay-
lor in Louisville3. As many as 30,000 troops from cavalry, infantry and artil-
lery used the site for training maneuvers. It was not until later in WWI that 
the War Department decided to purchase land in the area to establish a per-
manent training area. 

WWI Landscape: Camp Knox 

In June 1918, the first 40,000 acres were purchased for the camp (Figure 5). 
This purchase included the towns of Stithton, Pleasant View, Tip Top and 
Easy Gap in Hardin County and Muldrough in Meade County. Initially desig-
nated a sub-post of Camp Zachary Taylor, the camp was named Camp Knox 
after General Henry T. Knox, the Chief of Artillery for the Continental Army 
during the American Revolution. When construction began, it was planned as 
a six-brigade artillery camp for 60,000 men with 27, 000 animals. The initial 
ambitious plans included facilities for six brigades of field artillery, two labor 
battalions, two balloon companies, a division headquarters, officer’s training 
school of 10,000 men, aerial squadron, a remount depot, a Quartermaster’s 

                                                                 
3  Ogden Environmental and Energy Services, Integrated Cultural Resources Management Plan for the U.S. 

Army Armor Center and Fort Knox, Kentucky, (Louisville, KY: US Army Corps of Engineers, Louisville District, 
Preliminary Draft, August 2001), 3. 
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depot, an ordnance depot, a firing center, a veterinary hospital, a miniature 
range, an artillery park, and a base hospital with 2,500 beds (Figure 6). This 
was never realized. 

 
Figure 5: Map depicting parcels of land purchased by the Army for Fort Knox in 1918-1919 (CR 
Office, Fort Knox). 
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Figure 6: Plan dated 1921 showing the intended size of Camp Knox (CR Office, Fort Knox). 

Construction of the permanent camp began in August 1918. At that time, 
12,000 troops were already stationed there. When the armistice was signed in 
November 1918, the camp size was reduced to four brigades. By 1919, the size 
was reduced again to just three brigades and 22,700 men. During WWI, 
Camp Knox compromised three distinct cantonments; one for the 1st Brigade, 
one for the 3rd Brigade, and one for the 4th Brigade, spread out over the land-
scape but centered along the railroad (Figure 7). Support areas included a 
hospital complex, veterinarian complex, an airfield, a balloon company com-
plex, and a warehouse complex. Much of the warehouse area remains,  
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although the 19 warehouses and one repair shop were determined non-
contributing to the 1930s development of the electronic cavalry.4   

 
Figure 7: General Layout Map of Camp Knox dated 1919 (CR Office, Fort Knox). 

After WWI, many of the temporary camps and training camps were inacti-
vated by the Army. Fort Knox ceased as a permanent installation in 1922 but 
served as a demobilization center and then as a summer training center. The 
V Corps, the Reserve Officer training, Citizen’s Military Camp, and the Na-
tional Guard used the site until 1932 (Figure 8). During this period, the only 
remaining built environment was the 3rd Brigade area and the ordnance and 

                                                                 
4  Kuranda, Kathryn M. et al. Inventory, Evaluation, and Nomination of Military Installations: Fort Knox, Ken-

tucky, 43. 
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warehouse areas (Figure 9). Scattered structures remained mainly in the 
Stithton area including a row of homes along the Dixie Highway (Figures 10 
and 11).  It is assumed these homes were used by the army for lodging during 
this period since typically there was a housing shortage during periods of 
war5. 

Built during this period were tent pads and some concrete block buildings 
used as mess halls, latrines, and support structures (Figure 12). These struc-
tures were built in a linear pattern along Knox Street, Hell on Wheels Avenue, 
and Morande Street. While some of these buildings remain today, they have 
been heavily modified architecturally and the associated tent pad landscape is 
gone.  

 
Figure 8: Photograph of Camp Knox, date unknown (Kempf 2004, 62). 

                                                                 
5  On a 1948 cantonment map, these buildings were numbered T-1164, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 75, 

76, 77, 78, 79, 80 and 81.  The adjacent chapel and school house are numbered 1173 and 1174.  The as-
sociated outbuildings are also visible and numbered on the map. 
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Figure 9: A 1929 USGS map showing the built environment used for the summer training camps. 
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Figure 10: Photograph of Stithton homes along Dixie Highway circa 1932 (Patton Museum, Fort 
Knox). 
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Figure 11: Section from a 1948 cantonment map depicting location of Stithton homes maintained 
and used by the Army during the WWI, Inter-war, and WWII periods (CR Office, Fort Knox). 
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Figure 12: Photograph showing the National Guard tent camp area circa 1939 (CR Office, Fort 
Knox). 

The Inter-war Years: A Permanent Installation 

Due to changes in mechanical warfare and the creation of a mechanized cav-
alry organization, Congress designated Camp Knox as a permanent garrison 
in January 1932. The first troops from Fort Eustis arrived at the newly re-
named Fort Knox to find a lack of adequate buildings and structures. In addi-
tion, specialized structures that were needed by the new mechanized cavalry 
included motor park garages, ordnance, and tank maintenance shops. 

The Quartermaster Corps was tasked with the design and construction of a 
new cantonment for Fort Knox. The Quartermaster Corps developed stan-
dardized plans that were used in post construction throughout the 1930s. 
Though standardized, the architecture in these planned buildings and struc-
tures reflected regional architectural tradition and climate. At Fort Knox, as 
well as along the eastern seaboard and across the northern United States, the 
style was Georgian Colonial Revival (Figure 13). In the south and southwest, a 
Spanish Colonial Revival style was used.  
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Figure 13: Field Officers quarters being constructed along Fifth Avenue across from the Brooks 
Parade Field, 1934 (CR Office, Fort Knox). Note the effort made to keep mature trees in this 
prominent location. 

Due to funding scarcities, the cantonment at Fort Knox was built in two peri-
ods of construction. The first period, from 1933-1935, funded the following 
permanent brick structures; field officers’ quarters, company officers’ quar-
ters, non-commissioned officers’ (NCOs) quarters, a hospital, a new head-
quarters building, barracks, officers’ mess, an administration building, a fire 
and guard house, and a radio station. In addition, a garage complex, an ord-
nance warehouse, an ordnance shop, a quartermaster warehouse, and above-
ground ammunition magazines were constructed in direct support of the 
mechanized mission.  

These new buildings at Fort Knox were laid out around a central parade 
ground. The parade field, named Brooks Field in late 1941, was used for train-
ing and ceremonial uses (Figure 14). The parade ground was lined with offi-
cers’ quarters on two sides, in addition to the hospital, barracks, theater, and 
headquarters buildings. Other support buildings and officers’ quarters radi-
ated out from there. The second phase of construction from 1938-1940 in-
cluded an additional complex of barracks and parade fields to the north, bar-
racks for the 13th Cavalry, the 68th Field Artillery, the 12th Observation 
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Squadron, and the medical detachment. In addition, this phase included more 
family quarters for officers and NCOs. 

Additional construction funds were made available through the Work Relief 
and Public Works Appropriations Act of 1938. Not only did Fort Knox take 
advantage of Works Progress Administration (WPA) funding but manpower 
too. A completion report from 1937-1938 lists a number of WPA funded pro-
jects including repairs and improvements to barracks, quarters, storehouses, 
transportation facilities, and public utilities including distributing systems, 
sanitary and power systems, water supply and purification, parks and recrea-
tion facilities including grounds, landscaping, grading drainage, airports and 
other transportation facilities (Figures 15 and 16).”6  In addition, two Civilian 
Conservation Corps (CCC) camps were built in 1935 to 1937, to house perma-
nent CCC companies stationed at Fort Knox.7

 

                                                                 
6  War Department, Completion Report, Work Progress Administration Official Project #513.2.38, 1937-

1938, Fort Knox, Kentucky 1933-1935, Fort Knox, KY: Office of the Constructing Engineer. 
7  War Department, Completion Report, Construction of CCC Army Camps 3 and 4, 1935-1937, Knox, KY: 

Office of the Constructing Engineer. 
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Figure 14: Section of a 1939 map showing newly constructed buildings (CR Office, Fort Knox). 
Note pencil notes on completed WPA projects. 
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Figure 15: Photograph of WPA workers working on Fort Knox golf course, 1939 (CR office, Fort 
Knox). 

 
Figure 16: Photograph of work on tennis courts at a tent camp, Fort Knox, 1939 (CR Office, Fort 
Knox). 
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WWII Landscape: Headquarters for a New Armored Force 

Fort Knox became home to the Armored Force Command in 1940. With the 
outbreak of World War II (WWII), the population of Fort Knox exploded. As 
was happening at other installations, rapid construction was needed to ac-
commodate the influx of personnel. The Army produced standardized designs 
and Fort Knox created a huge infrastructure of temporary wooden facilities 
based on these 700 and 800 series construction drawings. By August 1943, 
there were 3,820 buildings on post, compared to just 864 buildings in 1940 
(Figure 17). Even with all this construction, soldiers were occasionally quar-
tered in tents. 

The development of the armored force, the increase in personnel, and the as-
sociated need to increase training, prompted Fort Knox to purchase addi-
tional land around the installation. As a result the installation tripled in size 
during this period, growing from 30,000 acres to 110,000 acres. This pur-
chase included the towns of New Stithton, Grahampton, Garnettsville, Pitts 
Point, Steele’s Crossroads, Bartles, Dorrett’s Run, and the Forgotten Town.  

The Armored School opened in 1940, with the goal of educating thousands in 
armored warfare, mechanics, and tactical requirements. The Armored Re-
placement Center, a separate entity, provided initial entry training. In addi-
tion, the Armored Force Medical research laboratory was located at Fort Knox 
to conduct research on humans in tanks. In 1945, the Armored Center closed. 

Construction during the WWII period was very different than the existing 
permanent construction at Fort Knox. Demands of war and mobilization re-
quired extremely quick building completion schedules, the use of available 
materials and with little attention to aesthetics. Constructions rates during 
this period got as high as 60 buildings completed a day (Figure 18).  
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Figure 17: A 1945 USS map illustrating the huge increase in infrastructure in response to WWII. 
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Figure 18: WWII temporary buildings being built at Fort Knox (CR Office, Fort Knox). 

Cold War Landscape 

After WWII, the Army was demobilization and downsizing and much of the 
temporary wooden infrastructure quickly fell into disrepair. While Fort Knox 
remained an active installation after WWII, it was not ready for the influx of 
soldiers arriving to train for the Korean War. As the Korean Conflict emerged 
and the beginning of the Cold War developed, Fort Knox was responsible for 
the training of personnel from basic trainee level up to the brigade com-
mander’s level. The Armor Center was responsible for determining the types 
of weapons, combat vehicles, and equipment necessary for Armor and Cavalry 
soldiers and eventually, Fort Knox was a test site for Armor vehicles. 
 
The Korean War prompted a major program of permanent construction at 
Fort Knox. New regimental barracks, three complexes plus a partial complex, 
were built under FY52 appropriations. These barracks provided permanent 
troop housing and supporting facilities and in addition accommodated Ar-
mored Center and School activities (Figure 19). These complexes were located 
to the north of the barracks lining Cornwell and Stewart Fields, on the north 
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portion of the WWII parade ground between Brave Rifles Regiment and Ei-
senhower Avenues, and to the northeast of the corner of Eisenhower Avenue 
and Wilson Road (Figure 20).  
 

 
Figure 19: A drawing of the Armored School and landscape at Fort Knox from 1951 (CR Office, 
Fort Knox). 
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Figure 20: A USGS map of the Fort Knox cantonment from 1953 showing the new permanent 
construction (CR Office, Fort Knox). 

As self-contained units, these new regimental complexes tended to focus to-
ward the motor parks and training lands rather than a central parade ground. 
The appropriations also included money for motor repair shops and associ-
ated buildings and structures, magazines and training facilities. Cold War era 
military training at Fort Knox required large ranges and supporting facilities 
to train soldiers in modern mechanized combat operations.  
 
During the 1950s, Fort Knox was home to the Armored School, training cen-
ter, and the Armored Combat Division. The principal mission of Fort Knox 
during the Cold War was basic combat training and advanced individual 
training in armored vehicles. To support this, additional Cold War era con-
struction included support structures such as churches and nurses’ barracks 
and additional troop housing. A three regiment complex was built in the mid 
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1960s. Located on Wilson Road and Brave Rifles Regiment Avenue, the roll-
ing pin style barracks were for the armor training center at Fort Knox.  
 
Also during this period, we believe ten of the original Stithton wood frame 
homes along Dixie Highway were dismantled and moved west to the other 
side of the railroad track and rebuilt along Farragut Street.  The homes are 
noted on the 1953 map above in their former location and visible in their cur-
rent location on a 1964 cantonment map (Figure 21).8  It is guessed they were 
moved around 1956.9

 

 
Figure 21: Present location of former Stithton homes as shown on a 1964 map (CR Office, Fort 
Knox). 

Present Day Landscape 

Currently, Fort Knox is home to the United States Armor Center, United 
States Armor School, and United States Army Recruiting Command under 
TRADOC. The Armor Center and School is the largest organization on Fort 
Knox, and is located in the northern half of the cantonment (Figure 22). As 
one of the premier training centers in the world, units provide the personnel, 
equipment, and guidance needed to train armor Soldiers and Marines and de-
velop technology to enhance both readiness and the nation's warfighting ca-
pabilities. 

                                                                 
8  On the 1964 map titled, “Map of Fort Knox, KY Buildings and Facilities, December 1964”, the buildings are 

numbered S-4096, S-4098, S-4099, S-4100, S-4101, S-4102, S-4103, S-4105, S-4106, and S-4107.  
9  On a 1956 map titled, “Future Development Sheet, Master Plan, Fort Knox, 11 December 1956”, the 

homes are missing along Dixie Highway and a row of duplexes are depicted along Farragut Street (CR Of-
fice, Fort Knox).  It is assumed the homes were moved around this time in place of the proposed duplexes. 
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Base realignment and closure (BRAC) 2005 recommendations include relo-
cating the Armor Center and School to Fort Benning, Georgia and activating 
an Infantry Brigade Combat Team (BCT) at Fort Knox, Kentucky. In addition, 
engineer, military police, and combat service support units will be relocated 
from Europe and Korea as well as the 84th Army Reserve Regional Training 
Center from Fort McCoy. The Department of Defense (DoD) also recom-
mended closing Fort Monroe, Virginia and relocating the United States Army 
Accessions Command and United States Army Cadet Command to Fort Knox. 
It remains to be seen what impact these large changes will have on the Inter-
war era historic district at Fort Knox.  

 
Figure 22: A 1993 aerial photograph of the northern half of the Fort Knox cantonment (CR Office, 
Fort Knox). 
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3 Identification of Landscape Characteristics 

In landscape studies, the term "landscape characteristic" has a specific mean-
ing. Landscape characteristics are defined as the “tangible evidence of the ac-
tivities and habits of the people who occupied, developed, used, and shaped 
the land to serve human needs; they may reflect the beliefs, attitudes, tradi-
tions and values of these people.”10  Identifying the characteristics of the mili-
tary landscape requires an understanding of the natural and cultural forces 
that have shaped it. This section will describe these processes and the result-
ing landscape features that together comprise the military landscape. The 
purpose of this section is to help Fort Knox become sensitive to the overall 
landscape and how it affects decision making with regard to landscape plan-
ning on the ground.  

Site and Layout 

The layout of Fort Knox is based on the relationship among land use, circula-
tion networks, predominant landforms, and natural features and is reflected 
in the installation design and site plan11. The mission of the military drives the 
spatial organization of an installation and the way the military uses the land. 
Generally, the site of any installation was selected primarily based on the lo-
cation’s suitability for the mission and in response to the natural environ-
ment. Fort Knox was selected as a site for military training maneuvers, and 
later as an installation, because of the ideal climate for training, the varied 
terrain offered in the area, and the existing railroad and highway access.  

Beginning in WWI, the Army developed a comprehensive set of standardized 
building designs. These designs, which could be used interchangeably in cre-
ating a camp, were simple in design and construction. Buildings were wood 
framed and easy to build, but were not built to last long or to provide luxuri-
ous accommodations. Post layout was grid-like; with rows and rows of uni-
form, tightly spaced buildings. Roadways were used for organization and to 
separate one land use or unit from another. Camp Henry Knox was one of 

                                                                 
10  National Park Service, National Register Bulletin: Guidelines for Evaluating and Documenting Rural His-

toric Landscapes, (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, 1992), 3. 
11  Loechl, Suzanne et al., Guidelines for Documenting and Evaluating Historic Military Landscapes, (Cham-

paign, Illinois: Construction Engineering Research Laboratory, Draft 1996), 43. 
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these camps. Built in 1918-1919, the installation was deactivated after the war. 
Used only for summer training, the buildings were in a horrible state of disre-
pair when the War Department decided to make Fort Knox a permanent in-
stallation in 1932. 

During the 1920’s, the military found that the WWI temporary construction 
was too dilapidated for continued use. Congress enacted Public Law No. 45 in 
1926 which enabled the military to dispose of 43 installations and use the 
proceeds to form the “Military Post Construction Fund”.12  This fund was used 
to create much-needed housing and support buildings, and the Quartermaster 
Corps was placed in charge of the design and construction. Led by Major Gen-
eral B. Frank Cheatham, the Quartermaster Corps Construction Division 
reached out to civilian expertise for this nation-wide construction program.13  
A team of engineers, planners, architects, and landscape architects were to 
design an “efficient, cohesive, pleasant environment with reasonable expendi-
tures”.14   

Two of these experts, George B. Ford a notable planner, and Quartermaster 
Corps officer First Lieutenant Howard B. Nurse, had a great impact in the 
layout of installations today. Ford recommended the use of curvilinear roads, 
open spaces, and interesting vistas in contrast to the highly rectilinear layouts 
of the past. In addition, he recommended the use of architectural continuity, 
especially in residential neighborhoods, and abundant planting. Nurse advo-
cated using a comprehensive plan for installation growth based on increasing 
healthy conditions, scientific training of the troops, and means for social in-
teraction.15  To achieve these goals, he recommended the use of design princi-
pals such as unity, repetition of patterns, balance along an axis (or radially), 
and the use of topography in design, layout, and streets.16   

The field of city planning during this period took roots from the City Beautiful 
and Garden City Movements. The City Beautiful Movement sought to trans-

                                                                 
12  Goodwin, R. Christopher and Associates, National Historic Context for Department of Defense Installa-

tions, 1790-1940, Volume 1 (Baltimore, Md.: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Baltimore District, 1995), 133. 
13  Ibid. 
14  Ibid. 
15  U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Seattle District, Context Study of the United States Quartermaster General 

Standardized Plans 1866-1942, (Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD: U.S. Army Environmental Center, 1997), 
56. 

16  Ibid. 
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form America’s ugly, dirty cities at the turn of the century into safe, healthy, 
architecturally-impressive places. “Beauty” was defined using proportion, 
harmony, symmetry and scale, and promoted with images of gardens and 
parks, with street furniture and monumental buildings.17  The movement was 
built in part on Frederick Law Olmsted’s work in the later part of the 19th cen-
tury, but with the new goal of “social order” in poor urban areas (Figure 23). 
Chicago’s World Columbian Exposition in 1893 with its impressive beauty, 
unity, proportion, and grandeur of the civic architecture was an inspiration 
for city planning (Figure 24). Also influential was the McMillian Commission 
Plan for Washington, DC from 1901-02 (Figure 25). A team of impressive ar-
chitects, landscape architects, and planners created an axial plan for the area 
surrounding the United States Capitol and the creation of the National Mall 
using the City Beautiful ideal.  

 
Figure 23: Plan of Riverside, Illinois, one of the first planned suburbs, by Olmsted, Vaux and Co., 
1869. Note the use of open space and how the roads follow the topography (National Park 
Service: Frederick Law Olmstead National Historic Site).  

                                                                 
17  Wilson, William H., The City Beautiful Movement, (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1989), 

79. 
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Figure 24: An 1892 photograph of the Court of Honor at the Worlds Columbian Exposition of 
1893, Chicago (Library of Congress, Photograph Division).  

 
Figure 25: The McMillan Commission Plan for the Mall and Capitol Area, Washington DC, 1901-2 
(National Capital Planning Commission). 
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The Construction Division applied a functional, hierarchical arrangement of 
buildings, roadways, and open space to post layout design. Uniform setbacks 
of buildings, curvilinear roads and building placements based on topography, 
and the use of boulevards and vistas to link land use were also applied. The 
Construction Division also created standardized plans featuring permanent 
barracks, family housing, and support buildings in regionally appropriate ar-
chitectural styles. In the northeast, along the east coast and across to the 
northwest, a Georgian Colonial Revival was used and in the southeast and 
southwest Spanish Colonial Revival.18   

The cantonment at Fort Knox is 5,685 acres and is located in the west-central 
region of the installation. The training lands mainly stretch to the north and 
east. Historically two roads, Wilson Road (Formerly the old Dixie Highway or 
Louisville-Nashville Turnpike) and the New Dixie Road (formerly Ray Street) 
which stretched from north to south framed the cantonment area. All the sec-
ondary roads were east-west traveling roads built off these two roads.  

The Fort Knox cantonment was laid out around a central parade ground, 
Brooks Field. With barracks, field officers’ quarters, the Commanding Gen-
eral’s quarters, the Headquarters building and the hospital located along the 
periphery, the parade ground serves as the central focus of the cantonment 
(Figure 26). Additional officers’ quarters line the curvilinear streets behind 
the hospital and officers’ quarters along the parade field. Uniform setbacks, 
architectural continuity, hierarchy of roadways, the placement of officers’ 
quarters, and the integration of open space were used.  

                                                                 
18  U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Seattle District, Context Study of the United States Quartermaster General 

Standardized Plans 1866-1942, 57. 
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Figure 26: Aerial photograph looking up Old Ironsides Avenue showing Brooks Parade Field, the 
flag pole, and other buildings, date unknown (CR Office, Fort Knox).  

Construction was completed in two phases, the first, 1933-1935, focused on 
the area around Brooks Field. The second phase, 1938-1940, added more bar-
racks, additional open space and another parade ground, Stewart Parade 
Field, to the north, and filled in additional NCO housing (Figure 27). The lay-
out of many installations from this period did not focus around one parade 
field but rather several parade fields that were linked together with the func-
tional areas in a larger landscape.19  It is interesting to note that the USGS 
maps from 1945 and 1953 label Stewart Field as the “Post Parade Ground.” 
Other maps from the 1940s label Brooks, Stewart, and Cornwell Fields all as 
“parade ground.” 

                                                                 
19  Ibid. 
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Figure 27: Aerial photograph of Stewart Field, Cornwell Field, and associated open space and 
buildings between Knox Street and Regiment Road, date unknown (Patton Museum, Fort Knox). 

Interestingly, the new permanent construction was not centered on areas 
heavily used at Camp Knox, the areas for the 3rd and 4th Brigades, along pre-
sent day First and Seventh Avenues. Rather, the new construction was built 
on axis with the site of the town of Stithton. Possibly this was to clearly differ-
entiate the current layout and planning ideas from the rectilinear layouts 
from WWI or possibly because they were occupying these areas during the 
construction. The fact remains, instead of using existing infrastructure and 
flat building areas, they chose to build in an area with topography and without 
any existing constraints such as straight roads.   

The 1940s brought a return to the temporary, efficient, rapidly built housing 
of WWI. The mobilization-type buildings were built from a series of standard 
plans, the 700 and 800 series. The layout of these areas followed earlier camp 
plans. Rectilinear complexes were built at Fort Knox to the north and east of 
the existing cantonment (Figure 28). Each area was a self-contained unit. This 
type of layout continued through the Cold War.  
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The layout of Fort Knox is a good example of the Quartermaster Corps com-
munity planning efforts during the Inter-war period. The layout of Fort Knox 
is formal and geometric in plan and very different from the highly uniform, 
functional, and austere WWI camp and WWII mobilization layouts. It also 
differs from the Cold War landscapes elsewhere on the installation.  

 
Figure 28: Section of a 1948 map illustrating the layout of WWII temporary buildings east of 
Wilson Road, Fort Knox. This figure depicts three self-contained regimental groupings. 

Land Use 

The military mission also directs how the military uses the land. Over time, as 
different missions are implemented, some land uses on an installation may 
change while some uses may remain the same.20  At Fort Knox the land use 
has stayed consistent over time. For example, when deteriorating WWII 
structures were removed, they were replaced with Cold War era clusters of 
barracks maintaining the unaccompanied personnel housing (UPH) land use.  

                                                                 
20  Loechl et. al., 1996, 44. 
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Most landscape changes on a military installation are related to military mis-
sion, some directly while others indirectly. Land use areas directly related to 
the mission at Fort Knox include the motor parks and maintenance shops 
north of the cantonment, along with the airfield, and the training areas. The 
areas indirectly related to the mission include the housing areas, administra-
tive areas, recreation, retail/commercial, and education. The major changes 
in land use at Fort Knox are the adaptive reuse of the large barracks buildings 
in the historic district as administrative buildings. However, the outside ap-
pearance of the buildings has not changed.  

The overriding principle of installation development is to accommodate the 
mandated mission as expediently as possible.21  This often leads to a utilitar-
ian landscape in which function is largely emphasized over aesthetics. The 
warehouse area, with buildings arranged in long rows with loading platforms 
along the Illinois Central Railroad, is very much a utilitarian landscape (Fig-
ure 29). This area was built in response to the WWI and WWII need to supply 
large numbers of troops. While the buildings still remain, newer buildings 
have been added and the existing structures are no longer used for loading 
and unloading thousands of men and equipment but for storage and other 
such uses. In addition, the ordnance area east of the warehouses is now the 
recycling center and the Inter-War era motor pool area along Seventh Avenue 
is now used for maintenance.  

                                                                 
21  Ibid. 
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Figure 29: A 1964 aerial photograph of the warehouse area and associated utilitarian landscape 
including the ordnance area, laundry, heating plant, and a motor park (CR Office, Fort Knox).  
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Expression of Military Cultural Traditions 

Military cultural traditions are reflected on military installations in both or-
ganization and aesthetics22. The military is a unique culture with values such 
as hierarchy, discipline, utility, and patriotism. These values are physically 
manifested in the landscape to varying degrees giving military installations 
the appearance and sense of place that makes them easily recognizable23.  

The housing areas at Fort Knox exhibit both hierarchy and uniformity 
through the size, style, and location of the quarters. Hierarchy is expressed 
through the placement of the officers’ quarters relative to the command struc-
ture with the Commanding General claiming the most prestigious spot and 
the largest most elegant structure, as is customary in the military. Built in 
1939, Quarters #1 is prominently located on the corner of the parade ground 
and is clearly the largest residence (Figure 30). At Fort Knox, it appears Quar-
ters #1405 may have been intended for the Commanding General. Built in 
1934 during the first wave of construction, the quarters was prominently built 
on a circular drive directly in the center of the parade field (Figure 31). In ad-
dition it is larger than the other residences in that row.  

 
Figure 30: Photograph of Quarters 1, Fort Knox (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 

                                                                 
22  Loechl et al, 1996, 45. 
23  Ibid. 
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Figure 31: Photograph of Quarters #1405, the semicircular access road, and center monument 
and landscaping from Fifth Avenue (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 

The other officers’ quarters at Fort Knox are impressively built of brick with 
Georgian Colonial Revival architectural detailing and are located on tree-lined 
curvilinear roads (Figure 32). The residences are nicely landscaped, clearly 
setting them apart from other more utilitarian areas of the installation. The 
NCO officers’ quarters are located on rectilinear streets, and are also land-
scaped but the houses are closer together and the yards not as large (Figure 
33). There is a clear hierarchy visible in the housing areas at Fort Knox.  
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Figure 32: View of officers’ quarters looking east along Forth Avenue (ERDC-CERL, 2007) 

 
Figure 33: View of NCO officers’ quarters looking northwest along Pell Street (ERDC-CERL, 2007) 

The roadways at Fort Hood also express this hierarchy in their layout. Chaffee 
Road, the most impressive, is wider than other roads on the installation (Fig-
ure 34). This road leads to the most prominent support buildings on post, the 
Headquarters, the officers club, the theater, the bachelor officer quarters 
(BOQ), and the hospital. This area is the most heavily landscaped area of the 
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post, showing hierarchy, pride in appearance, and discipline. Chaffee Road 
leads directly to the flagpole and important monuments reflecting patriotism. 
A strong sense of discipline is reflected in the regular maintenance of lawns in 
public areas at most installations. This is in contrast to the uniformity and 
utility of the large warehouses and motor pools.  

 
Figure 34: Birdseye view looking down Chaffee Avenue toward Brooks Parade Field including the 
entrance gates, officers’ quarters, Officers’ Club, Headquarters, and flagpole, date unknown (CR 
Office, Fort Knox).  

Most military installations have a high level of similarity; basic components 
and designs are repeated within the installation and within the Army as a 
whole in part due to the use of standardized plans. WWI and WWII camps, 
Cold War barracks, and the motor pool areas are good examples of this simi-
larity. The layout of the historic district at Fort Knox, based on city planning 
principals in the 1920s and 1930s, breaks up some of that similarity and uni-
formity. 

Transportation Networks 

Transportation networks on military installations are an important character-
istic of military landscapes because the movement of troops and equipment is 
so integral to the military mission. To facilitate efficient mobilization of troops 
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and supplies, most transportation systems have a distinct hierarchy24. The 
site for Fort Knox was selected because of the excellent railroad and highway 
access.  

The Elizabethtown & Paducah Railroad arrived to the Fort Knox area in 1874 
and the first train station was built in 187725. The railroad runs down the 
western side of the cantonment, and had a large influence on the layout of 
Camp Knox and later Fort Knox. The railroad was bought by the Illinois Cen-
tral Railroad in 1901 and finally became the Paducah & Louisville Railroad. A 
spur is noted on earlier maps circling from the west around the northern edge 
of the cantonment to a loading area in the northeastern edge of the canton-
ment. Most likely built during WWII, further research is needed on the condi-
tion of the spur and loading area. A second smaller spur off the main line 
leads directly into the warehouse area for loading and unloading supplies. 
Today the Louisville and Nashville line runs through the east edge of the in-
stallation.   

The historic Louisville-Nashville Turnpike dates back to before the civil war. 
Today called Wilson Road, the turnpike runs north-south along the east side 
of the cantonment. The old Dixie Highway ran southeast to northwest 
through the town of Stithton and along the west side of the cantonment. It 
parallels the railroad though the cantonment area. Traffic was redirected from 
this historic road to new US 31 W by 1940. Now 31W and its feeder road, Bul-
lion Boulevard, bring traffic onto the post. What remains of the old Dixie 
Highway is called Dixie Street and Knox Street.  

The layout of the cantonments at both Camp Knox and Fort Knox was based 
on the location of the highways, Old Dixie and the Louisville-Nashville Turn-
pike, and the railroad. Secondary roads were laid out for Camp Knox which 
ran east-west from Dixie to the turnpike. The cantonments, Brigades 1, 3, and 
4, were built straddling these secondary roads close to the railroad and Old 
Dixie. Projected growth was to be located along these secondary roads and the 
Turnpike. Looking at the 1918 Real Estate map (see Figure 5), these straight, 
deliberate roads were laid out by the military in 1919. These secondary roads, 
Seventh Avenue, Third Avenue and Wright Avenue, define the rectilinear lay-
outs of the WWI cantonment (see Figure 7). 

                                                                 
24  Loechl et al.,1996, 46. 
25  Kempf, Gary, The Land Before Fort Knox, (Charleston, SC: Acadia Publishing, 2005), 52. 
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These primary and secondary roads were designed to carry the heaviest traffic 
and connect major land use areas, while the smaller tertiary roads, service 
lanes, and cul-de-sacs provide access to less traveled areas. In 1932 when the 
installation became a permanent post, none of the roads were paved. The 
Completion Report, “Construction of Roads, Fort Knox, Kentucky 1933-1935” 
mentions the paving of major roads around the installation as part of the 
permanent building plan. There is a clear hierarchy in the size of roads men-
tioned in the report. For example, 6th Avenue and “A”, “C” thru “I” Streets 
were paved to a width of 20 feet while Forth, Fifth, Eighth, Ninth and “B” and 
“D” Streets were paved to a width of 26 feet. The report then mentions that 
Seventh Avenue was 30 feet wide and the “Entrance Drive”, Chaffee Avenue 
was the widest at 32 feet.26  While this report covers only a small section of 
Fort Knox roads, a pattern emerges that was replicated in other areas of the 
cantonment.  

Additions to the landscape during the WWII and the Cold War periods were 
located to the north and east of the cantonment. While the layouts of the 
building clusters are highly rectilinear and uniform, the roads to these clus-
ters were fitted to the terrain. This is most likely for economy of construction 
and ease of access to the building areas. Roadways that lead away from the 
cantonment to the training areas and ranges in all directions generally follow 
the old country road network.  

The post airfield, Godman Army Airfield, is located in the northwest corner of 
the cantonment (Figure 35). It opened in 1918 and was located east of its cur-
rent location on the east side of the current Dixie Highway. It was the first air-
field in Kentucky.27  The reason for the move is unknown, although the cur-
rent airfield sits directly on the site of Brigade 1 and adjacent to the CCC camp 
site. The first permanent building at the airfield was Hanger 1 which is still 
extant. Designed and built at the end of the Inter-war period in 1941, its Art 
Moderne styling and detailing reflects the quality of Army construction during 
the 1930s.28  The hanger and airfield mark the incorporation of aviation in the 
mechanized cavalry in preparation for WWII. 

                                                                 
26  War Department, Completion Report, Construction of Roads, Fort Knox, Kentucky 1933-1935, Fort Knox, 

Kentucky.  
27  Stone, Sunny and Adam Smith, Fort Knox Architectural Survey; Miscellaneous Buildings, (Champaign, 

Illinois: ERDC-CERL, 2006), 33. 
28  Grandine, Katherine, National Register of Historic Places Nomination Form for Fort Knox Hanger 1, un-
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Figure 35: Aerial photograph of Godman Army Airfield with associated buildings including Hanger 
#1, 1959 (CR Office, Fort Knox). 

Clusters of Buildings and Structures 

Clusters are groupings of buildings and structures, often similar in style, that 
function as a cohesive unit. Clusters are usually designed to create a symbiotic 
relationship with the exteriors and interiors relating to one another in some 
way29. The footprints of buildings, their masses, the spaces in between the 
buildings, and the circulation between buildings are integral to understanding 
the landscape.  

                                                                                                                                                 

 

dated.  
29  Loechl, et al. 1996, 46. 
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Over the years, the military has developed standardized plans for most clus-
ters, buildings, and structures on military installations. For example, these 
include officers’ quarters, barracks, administration buildings, airplane han-
gars, warehouses, gunsheds and ammunition bunkers, and motor parks. 
These plans established an appearance for military installations that is easily 
recognizable. WWI and WWII temporary buildings are excellent examples of 
clusters. Their function, materials, construction methods, and location clearly 
reflect the period in time, historic activities, military customs, tastes, and 
skills of the people who built them.  

The housing areas at Fort Knox, as discussed under layout, were built by 
standardized plan. All the areas built during the Inter-war era were designed 
by the Quartermaster and all are in the Georgian Colonial Revival style. They 
were designed and built as cohesive neighborhoods with attention to scale, 
architectural continuity, uniform setbacks, and the use of curvilinear streets 
to break-up any monotony created by the similar architecture (Figure 36). 
These principals for cohesive neighborhoods, while arguably not using the 
same architectural style or craftsmanship, were also applied to more recent 
housing areas, such as the WWII era and Capehart-Wherry neighborhoods.  

 
Figure 36: Photograph of officers’ quarters along Forth Avenue, 1934 (CR Office, Fort Knox).  
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The barracks built during the Inter-war era were linear in layout and lined the 
parade grounds in the cantonment area (Figure 37). While they are limited in 
number and vary in size, because of their architecture, scale, and uniform 
placement along the parade grounds they read as a cohesive group, as do the 
warehouse buildings and motor park buildings. In addition, two styles of Cold 
War clusters were built at Fort Knox, the Hammerhead and Rolling Pin style. 
These UPH barracks and support buildings were built in recognizable clus-
ters, usually in sets of five based on a regiment formation (Figure 38). These 
self-contained clusters were built north of the historic district area and in the 
northeast corner of the cantonment. A small group of only three hammerhead 
barracks is located near the post exchange (PX) and commissary on the south 
end of the cantonment. It does not represent a full regimental complex. 

 
Figure 37: Photograph of the rear of barracks building #1467, 1941 (CR Office, Fort Knox). 
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Figure 38: Aerial photograph of the Disney Barracks area, Fort Knox 1967 (NARA, College Park, 
640-444.). This cluster of rolling pin barracks is one of three such regiments in the northeast 
corner of the cantonment. 

Vegetation 

Vegetation is a characteristic of the landscape that bears a direct relationship 
to long-established patterns of land use30. For example, residential neighbor-
hoods are often the most heavily planted areas on military installations while 
other areas are often left open for various military activities. In addition, the 
more prominent support buildings such as headquarters, chapels, hospitals, 
and officers’ clubs tend to have more landscaping than more utilitarian build-
ings such as motor pools, quartermaster and warehouse areas. Patterns of 
vegetation may delineate boundaries, land use areas, and natural areas such 
as streams or ravines.  

The native vegetation in the area of Fort Knox is primarily oak-hickory forest 
with some mixed oak, mostly white oak, in the uplands and along steep 

                                                                 
30  Loechl et al., 1996, 46. 
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slopes. Poorly drained areas contain a concentration of pin oak, swamp white 
oak and sweetgum. Since much of the region was used for cropland and pas-
tureland prior to military occupation, there is some successional growth, con-
sisting of eastern red cedar and black locust, in these areas. Within the can-
tonment area, native vegetation is found mostly in areas of greater 
topography and stream beds. Open areas in the cantonment were actively 
used for light training (PT), recreation, or as parade grounds.  

The Construction Division of the Quartermaster Corps also established a 
“Landscape Unit” to assist installations in the goal of improving their 
grounds. Standardized landscape plans were developed for standardized 
buildings such as chapels, hospitals, and theaters (Figure 39).The intention 
was to have trees and shrubs planted that “harmonized” with the Standard-
ized Plans. In his 1939 article, “Landscaping the Army Post”, E. Mack Hal-
lauer identified several principals, unity, practicality, and simplicity, as the 
keys to good design.31  He encouraged the use of plant material acceptable to 
the existing soil, climate, and local conditions and the use of trees and shrubs 
to screen, to frame views, to separate functional areas, and for shade.  

                                                                 
31  E. Mack Hallauer, “Landscaping the Army Post” in The Quartermaster Review, July-Aug 1939. 
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Figure 39: Example of historic planting plans to accompany standardized plans from the Office of 
the Quartermaster General. This example is titled, “Typical Landscape Planting for Theater, 
Chapel and Hospital, January 20, 1933” (USACE, HQ History Office). 

The identified historic district at Fort Knox has mature street tree plantings 
along the prominent roads, Chaffee, “D”, Seventh 

, and Third Avenues as well as in all the historic housing areas. These street 
trees offer character to the historic district and really serve to connect all the 
features and buildings built in the 1930s (Figure 40). In the more recently 
constructed areas, for example clusters of hammerhead or rolling pin bar-
racks, there are no formal rows of street trees. Instead, there are more-
natural, informal plantings of shade trees adjacent to buildings, outdoor 
spaces, and parking areas (Figure 41).  
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Figure 40: Photograph showing street trees lining Fifth Avenue in the Clarke Neighborhood (ERDC-
CERL, 2007). 

 
Figure 41: Photograph showing a more natural style of planting around a hammerhead barracks 
complex, Fort Hood (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 
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Small-Scale Features 

Small-scale features can range in size and be stationary or moveable objects 
that often contribute to the historic character of the installation.32  These fea-
tures may include monuments, light poles, benches, flagpoles, fencing, or 
signs and can be functional or purely decorative.  

At Fort Knox, the flagpole is an important small-scale feature. Built at the 
same time as the Headquarters building (on the same project order), the flag-
pole has a prominent location at the terminus of Chaffee Avenue on the post 
parade ground (Figure 42). It is circled with plantings and monuments fur-
ther enhancing its ceremonial and aesthetic importance. The memorials, 
monuments, and other commemorative objects surrounding the flagpole are 
important to Fort Knox and the cultural landscape because they express pride 
and patriotism, important values for the military (Figure 43). Other small-
scale features in the area include the lamp post in front of the Headquarters 
building (although it is not known when this was added). 

                                                                 
32  Loechl, et al. 1996, 47. 
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Figure 42: Photograph of newly constructed flagpole and Headquarters building, 1934 (CR Office, 
Fort Knox). 
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Figure 43:  Recent photograph of flagpole and Brooks Parade Field showing memorials and 
landscaping (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 
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4 Evaluation 

Previous studies identified a historic district and found eligible many of the 
buildings associated with the 1930s permanent construction period and some 
Cold War buildings. The purpose for this report is to determine the NRHP eli-
gibility status for the cantonment landscape as a whole and discuss manage-
ment of any significant component landscapes. 

The NRHP Criterion for Evaluation describes how properties/districts are 
significant for their association with important events or persons (Criteria A 
and B), for their importance in design or construction (Criterion C), or for 
their information potential (Criterion D). The following is a brief description 
of each of the four Criterions (excerpted from National Register Bulletin #15: 
How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation): 

A. Event--associated with events that have made a significant contribution to 
the broad patterns of our history; or 

B. Person--associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or 

C. Design/Construction--embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, pe-
riod, or method of construction, or that represent the work of a master, or 
that possess high artistic values, or that represent a significant and distin-
guishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction; or 

D. Information Potential--yielded, or is likely to yield, information impor-
tant in prehistory or history. 

“Historic properties either retain integrity (this is, convey their significance) 
or they do not. Within the concept of integrity, the National Register criteria 
recognize seven aspects or qualities that, in various combinations, define in-
tegrity.  

To retain historic integrity a property will always possess several, and usually 
most, of the aspects. The retention of specific aspects of integrity is para-
mount for a property to convey its significance. Determining which of these 
aspects are most important to a particular property requires knowing why, 
where, and when the property is significant.”33

                                                                 
33 National Park Service, National Register Bulletin #15, How to Apply the National Register Criteria for 

Evaluation (Washington, DC: National Park Service) 1991. 
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The seven aspects of integrity as outlined in National Register Bulletin #15, 
read as follows: 

Location 

Location is the place where the historic property was constructed or the place 
where the historic event occurred.  

Design 

Design is the combination of elements that create the form, plan, space, struc-
ture, and style of a property. It results from conscious decisions made dur-
ing the original conception and planning of a property (or its significant al-
teration) and applies to activities as diverse as community planning, 
engineering, architecture, and landscape architecture. Design includes such 
elements as organization of space, proportion, scale, technology, ornamen-
tation, and materials. 

Setting 

Setting is the physical environment of a historic property. Setting refers to the 
character of the place in which the property played its historical role. It in-
volves how, not just where, the property is situated and its relationship to 
surrounding features and open space. 

Materials 

Materials are the physical elements that were combined or deposited during a 
particular period of time and in a particular pattern or configuration to form 
an historic property.  

Workmanship 

Workmanship is the physical evidence of the crafts of a particular culture or 
people during any given period in history or prehistory. 

Feeling 

Feeling is a property’s expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a particu-
lar time period. 

Association 

Association is the direct link between an important historic event or person and 
an historic property. 
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Findings 

This report examines the landscape associated with the historic district estab-
lished in the draft inventory report submitted by Kathryn M. Kuranda of 
Goodwin and Associates and colleagues titled, Inventory, Evaluation, and 
Nomination of Military Installation: Fort Knox, Kentucky. The Fort Knox 
Cantonment Historic District has never officially been listed on the National 
Register; however, a nomination for the NRHP was prepared with the Good-
win and Associates report. As was determined in the report, and along with 
the agreement of the state, the district was eligible under Criteria A and C.34 
There are currently 182 structures in the Fort Knox Cantonment Historic Dis-
trict, most of which were constructed between the dates of 1933 and 1940, 
and are defined by the same architectural style and construction materials; 
Georgian Colonial Revival with red brick facades, clay or slate roofs, and 
painted white architectural elements. The Fort Knox Cantonment Historic 
District was also established based on the development and design of the can-
tonment, which happened in two main construction phases; 1933-1935 and 
1938-1940. Many of the eligible buildings located in the Fort Knox Canton-
ment Historic District are situated around the main parade ground, known as 
Brooks Field. 

The landscape characteristics section in the previous chapter addresses the 
landscape of the cantonment in its entirety. The layout, land use, transporta-
tion networks, and vegetation of Fort Knox retain much of their 1930’s Inter-
war era integrity. While these resources are concentrated in the already iden-
tified historic district, this report finds that the boundary of this district needs 
to be extended to include many key features associated with the landscape 
and transportation networks of Fort Knox. First and most important is the 
inclusion of the brick walls at the entrance of Chaffee Avenue as seen in pro-
posed increase “A” (Figure 44). Although the original “sub” gatehouse is no 
longer extant, the wall serves as a clear entrance to the historic district and 
the more ceremonial portion of the cantonment. It is a key feature of this 
neighborhood and the view past the wall down Chaffee Avenue lined with of-
ficers’ quarters, the Headquarters, and Officers’ Club is very impressive (Fig-
ure 45). The intended prominence of this avenue is clear in the 1930’s com-

                                                                 
34  Kuranda, Kathryn M. et al. Inventory, Evaluation, and Nomination of Military Installations: Fort Knox, Ken-

tucky, 57. 
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pletion reports, both in the width of the road and the continued reference to it 
as the “Entrance Road”.35  

                                                                 
35  War Department, Construction Division, Q.M.C., Completion Report, Construction of Roads, Fort Knox, 

Kentucky 1933-1935, (Fort Knox, Kentucky: Office of the Constructing Quartermaster, March 1935). 
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Figure 44: Map of proposed increase “A” to existing Fort Knox Historic District (ERDC-CERL). 
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Figure 45: A 1935 photograph looking down Chaffee Avenue through entrance wall and sub-guard 
house (no longer extant) (CR Office, Fort Knox). 

It is also recommended that the historic district be enlarged to include the 
Stithton Memorial Traffic Circle as depicted in proposed increase “B” (Figure 
46). This feature is very important to the post layout since it visually connects 
circle to circle, the Stithton traffic circle to the circular flagpole with Chaffee 
Avenue in between (Figure 47). It is designed in a Beaux Arts-esque style 
popular during the time of construction. The traffic circle has served as a cen-
tral feature throughout the history of Fort Knox.  
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Figure 46: Map of proposed increase “B” to existing Fort Knox Historic District (ERDC-CERL). 
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Figure 47: Birdseye view of Stithton Memorial Traffic Circle, Chaffee Avenue, the flagpole and 
Brooks Field, 1962 (CR Office, Fort Knox). 

Proposed increase “C” recommends including the large section of land along 
Knox Street and Dixie Street between Third Avenue and Seventh Avenue 
(now Spearhead Division Avenue) and “D” Street (Figure 48). The layout of 
this road and the fact that all the secondary roads feed off of it is a crucial as-
pect of the layout of the cantonment and the transportation networks of the 
historic district (Figure 49). The open space associated with the barracks 
along Third Avenue mirrors the Stewart Parade Ground and is historically an 
important element of the post layout. While no buildings from the period re-
main between Knox Road and “D” Street, the open space is an important de-
sign element of the cantonment. While recent construction in this area de-
tracts from the integrity, the historical importance of the road and the 
opportunity to make sensitive building decisions in the future to enhance this 
area warrant its inclusion (i.e., some landscape lack of integrity is reversible). 
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Figure 48: Map of proposed increase “C” to existing Fort Knox Historic District (ERDC-CERL). 
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Figure 49: Photograph of the review of the 7th Cavalry Brigade Mechanized heading down Knox 
Street to the Stithton Memorial Traffic Circle (Kempf 2004, 63). 

Recommendations for the landscape of the historic district as a whole are dis-
cussed in the following chapter. Focus will be on layout, street tree plantings, 
management recommendations, and suggestions of areas to build. In addi-
tion, several component landscapes are discussed in further detail. These in-
dividual landscapes associated with key buildings and sites include: 

• The Parade Grounds 

• Support Buildings adjacent to the Brooks Parade Field including the 
Headquarters Building, Theater, BOQ, Firehouse, Chapel, Officers 
Club, Red Cross Building, and Hospital and associated buildings 

• Barracks (now Administration) along Seventh Avenue, Third Avenue 
and Old Ironsides Ave  

• Ordnance Compound and Motor Pools 

• Clarke Neighborhood (Includes officers’ quarters along Chaffee Ave-
nue, Forth and Fifth Avenues and “B” Street and Old Ironsides Ave-
nue) 
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• Johnson Neighborhood 

• Water Street Neighborhood 

In addition, these component landscapes help to illustrate the significance of 
Fort Knox and the strength and condition of the historic district covered in 
this report. All these sites possess some or all of the National Register’s seven 
aspects of integrity (location, design, workmanship, association, feeling, set-
ting, and materials). 

Other housing areas at Fort Knox, such as remaining Capehart-Wherry hous-
ing areas and associated landscapes have been determined eligible under a 
nationwide program comment.36  A report has been published which details 
how to preserve the significant landscape features of these neighborhoods; 
curvilinear roads, uniform setbacks and suburban layout.37  In addition, there 
are several hammerhead barracks and rolling pin complexes at Fort Knox 
built during the Cold War period. Researchers examined the hammerhead 
barracks for eligibility in 2005 and determined that they lacked the architec-
tural features necessary to retain their historic integrity and therefore are in-
eligible for the NRHP.38  However, there is potential the rolling pin complexes 
are eligible under the Cold War UPH program comment.39   

It is believed the neighborhood along Farragut Street is comprised of homes 
moved from the former Stithton village. The buildings have been modified 
over the years and do not have integrity architecturally. While these homes 
would not have significance as part of Stithton since the houses were moved 
from one landscape to another, they may have landscape significance in their 
current location for their role as Army housing during the Cold War.  Addi-
                                                                 
36 Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, Program Comment for Capehart and Wherry Era Army Family 

Housing and Associated Structures and Landscape Features (1949-1962) (Washington, DC: Federal Regis-
ter, Vol. 67, No. 110) June 7, 2002, 39332-39335. 

37  Goodwin, R. Christopher and Associates, Neighborhood Design Guidelines for Army Wherry and Capehart 
Era Family Housing. (Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland; U.S. Army Environmental Center, 2003) and 
Kuranda, Kathryn M. et al. Housing an Army: The Wherry and Capehart Era Solutions to the Postwar Family 
Housing Shortage (1949-1962), (Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland; U.S. Army Environmental Center, 
2003). 

38  Stone, Sunny and Adam Smith, Fort Knox Hammerhead Barracks Survey, (Champaign, Illinois: ERDC-CERL 
(SR05-15), August 2005). 

39 Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, Program Comment for Cold War Era Unaccompanied Personnel 
Housing (1946-1974), 2006.  For context information see Kuranda, Kathryn M. et al., Unaccompanied Per-
sonnel Housing (UPH) During the Cold War (1946-1989) (Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland; U.S. Army 
Environmental Center, December 2003). 
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tional research needs to be completed on these homes since they may have 
just passed 50 years in their current location (Figures 50 and 51).   

 
Figure 50: Photograph of WPA work in progress on Quarters T-43A, a former Stithton residence in 
use by the Army, in March 1939 (CR Office, Fort Knox). 

 
Figure 51: Photograph of houses along Farragut Street, November 2007 (CR Office, Fort Knox). 

While several WWI buildings remain north of the historic district at the site of 
the old tent city, these buildings have undergone many alterations (Figure 
52).  These buildings flanked the “Tent City” site which was later used as pa-
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rade ground.  Since the parade ground is gone and the historic layout is no 
longer visible, these buildings are not eligible.  Several WWI and Inter-war 
era warehouses are located southwest of the historic district (Figure 53).  
These buildings were determined not eligible based on their lack of integrity 
due to architectural modifications and interspersed non-period structures.40 
In addition, several WWII temporary buildings remain, for example the field 
house, but either their associated landscape does not retain integrity or the 
landscape on its own is not significant. 

 
Figure 52: Photograph of a WWI-era building (Building #2347) north of the cantonment (ERDC-
CERL 2007). 

                                                                 
40  Kuranda, Kathryn M. et al. Inventory, Evaluation, and Nomination of Military Installations: Fort Knox, Ken-

tucky, 45. 
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Figure 53: Photograph of an ordnance warehouse located southwest of historic district, 
September 1934 (CR Office, Fort Knox). 
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5 Historic District Recommendations  

Overall District 

Historic Characteristics: 

• The Fort Knox cantonment was laid out around a formal parade field 
with an impressive entrance drive (Chaffee Avenue). Brooks Parade 
Field was lined with the top officers’ quarters, barracks, and the most 
impressive support buildings; the Headquarters, the hospital, and the 
theater. 

• Roadways around the historic district are both linear and curvilinear. 
This asymmetry reflects the natural landscape and topography while 
conveying the order and hierarchy of the military culture.  

• The use of parade grounds, open space, and the curvilinear roads lend 
the post more of a park-like, suburban feel. This is in stark contrast to 
other areas of the post where uniformity, rectilinear layouts, and a lack 
of ornamentation are typical.  

• While there is architectural continuity throughout the cantonment with 
the predominate use of red brick as a building material and the stately 
Georgian Colonial Revival detailing, neighborhoods are comprised of 
two or more types of residences or the styles are altered to lend diver-
sity to the architecture.  

Existing Conditions: 

Street tree plantings exist within the officers’ housing areas and around Chaf-
fee Avenue and Old Ironsides Avenue but many trees are reaching maturity 
and a few are missing. The officers’ quarters for the most part are nicely land-
scaped and well maintained. However, there are some over planted and some 
under planted residences (Figures 54 and 55). While the landscape is never 
static, plants die and are replanted and therefore at different stages of growth, 
the mature size of vegetation should be consistent.  In addition, there are 
many different mulch types used through out the district, from red stones to 
white stones, and different edging materials. In addition, several of the more 
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prominent buildings have abundant foundation plantings (Headquarters, Of-
ficers’ Club, BOQ) while others have none or very little (theater, chapel, 
school) (Figures 56 and 57).  

 
Figure 54: Photograph of overgrown foundation plantings (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 
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Figure 55: Photograph of minimal foundation planting (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 

 
Figure 56: Photograph of elaborate landscaping in front of the Officers’ Club (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 
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Figure 57: Photograph of the lack of planting in front of theater (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 

Design Recommendations: 

• Maintain the street trees plantings and add plantings on roads within 
the historic district where there are none (Figure 58). The exception 
should be Old Ironsides Avenue through Stewart and Cornwell Fields. 
This area should be a mix of open and more naturalized shade tree 
plantings. Areas on the outskirts should be planted with street trees as 
well. For example, Dixie Street should be planted with street trees so 
the post school and chapel will blend in with surroundings (Figure 59). 

• The levels of landscaping and “beautification” vary within the historic 
district. While a level of hierarchy is part of the military culture, it is 
important to create a unified historic district.  

• For more unified planting throughout the district, consider selecting 
one or two mulch types and garden bed edging types. Currently there 
are many different types of stone being used that detract from the ar-
chitectural details (Figure 60). In addition, one type of wood fencing 
for front yards and prominent areas, and one type of black chain link 
fencing for dogs, should be used throughout the district. 
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• Use consistent small-scale features within the historic district; street 
lamps, benches, signage, and fencing (type and color). This will give 
the district a more unified appearance. 

• It is recommended that new construction in the historic district try to 
preserve the open space created in the original Inter-war design for the 
cantonment. Attached map shows recommendation of areas for future 
growth in areas of family housing and support (Figure 61).  
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Figure 58: Street tree 
planting plan for the overall 
Historic District (ERDC-CERL). 
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Figure 59: Photograph of the post school and the lack of street trees (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 

Figure 60: Photograph of the use of red-orange stones for mulch and red manufactured brick for 
bed edging (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 
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Parade Grounds 

Historic Characteristics: 

• Layout of the Inter-war era cantonment was organized around Brooks 
Field. The layout of the 1938-1940s addition to the cantonment was 
organized around Stewart and Cornwell Fields. 

• Much of the intent of the Quartermaster Corps Construction Division’s 
planning was based on the use of open space and “healthfulness.” 
These three parade grounds were clearly designed spaces and repre-
sent this era. 

• Brooks Field and the flagpole area were intended to be a formal, cere-
monial space (Figure 62).  

• The curvilinear southern edge of Stewart and Cornell Fields is defined 
by topography. There is a juxtaposition of the hard line of the north 
edge defined by the stately barracks and the soft edge of the meander-
ing riverbed to the south. 
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Figure 62: Photograph of retreat ceremony at flagpole, 1941 (CR Office, Fort Knox). 

Existing Conditions:  

In general throughout the military, historic parade grounds are being filled 
with buildings, parking lots, and areas for recreation. Fort Knox is no excep-
tion. The Kingsolver Elementary School (#1488) was built in the center of 
Stewart Parade Field most likely around 1955 as it first appears on a 1956 map 
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(Figure 63). While buildings have always appeared south of Cornwell Field, 
most were temporary in construction. Recently the construction is permanent 
(the post office, new hotel). Located at the corner of Cornwell Field and Knox 
Street is a baseball field (present on early maps) (Figure 64).  Adjacent to the 
baseball field is the site of an Inter-war era pool, recently demolished. It is 
possible Cornwell Field was always intended for recreation. Large parking lots 
are located on both Cornwell Field and Stewart Field (Figures 65 and 66). 

Brooks Field still retains much of its integrity. A WWII temporary building 
located on the southeast corner of the parade field was recently removed but 
the drive, roadway, and parking lot still remain. The parking lot, mainly the 
trees planted to shield the parking lot, detracts from the very open feel of the 
rest of the parade field (Figure 67). The only other trees on the parade field 
are around the WWII building site and the evergreens around the flagpole. 
The newer review stand and bleachers are compatible with the parade field 
use, and match in style to the adjacent buildings (Figure 68).  

 
Figure 63: Photograph of Kingsolver Elementary School (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 
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Figure 64: Photograph of baseball field on Cornwell Field and Knox Street (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 

 
Figure 65: Photograph of parking lot on Cornwell Field (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 
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Figure 66: Photograph of parking lot on Stewart Field (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 

 
Figure 67: Photograph of parking lot on Brooks Field (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 
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Figure68: Photograph of review stand and bleachers on Brooks Field (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 

In addition, the remains of a parade and recreation field exist between Knox 
Street and Hell on Wheels. Historically, the site was a tent camp both during 
the period the National Guard occupied Camp Knox and WWII. The north 
section of the parade field was filled in with hammerhead barracks in 1953. 
Today many buildings are located on the site and it is indistinguishable as a 
parade field (Figure 69).  

 
Figure 69: Photograph of site of old parade ground, northern section of cantonment (ERDC-CERL, 
2007). 
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Design Recommendations: 

• Recommend restoring Brooks Field to its original rectangular shape 
now that the WWII building is gone. Remove existing drive and park-
ing lot. Do not replace trees in this area.  

• Maintain the open view across Brooks Field.  

• Keep landscaping around flagpole low to maintain the view across the 
parade field.   

• Consider removing the school located in the center of Stewart Field 
and restoring that to usable open space since this was so important to 
the design of the cantonment. Recreational use is fine as long as it does 
not involve a permanent structure (a stadium). While parade fields are 
not used as much as they were in the 1930s and 1940s, there are many 
benefits (views, recreation, temporary parking, PT) to having these 
spaces open and not built upon.  

Support Buildings 

This section addresses the landscape around support buildings throughout 
the historic district including the Headquarters Building, the Officers’ Club, 
Theater, Chapel, School, BOQ, Red Cross Building, and former barracks 
buildings currently used for administration.  Cohesive treatment of these ar-
eas will preserve the continuity of the district.  

Historic Characteristics: 

• Layout of the first section of the cantonment in the early 1930s was or-
ganized around Brooks Field. The layout of the 1938-1940s addition to 
the cantonment was organized around Stewart and Cornwell Fields. 

• The Headquarters building, theater, and Officers’ Club adjacent to the 
parade field and flag pole form the ceremonial focal point of the instal-
lation, as seen in the historic photograph of President Roosevelt’s visit 
and others (Figure 70, 71, 72).   

• The hospital was highly visible, located on the parade ground adjacent 
to the field officers’ quarters (Figure 73).  
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• The post school, BOQ, fire station, and Red Cross Building were also 
located around the ceremonial and central core of the historic district 
(Figures 74, 75, 76, and 77).  The chapel was built prior to the arrival of 
the Army, but was retained most likely due to its architectural com-
patibility and its proximity to the central core.  

• The first barracks buildings were prominently built along the southern 
edge of the parade field across from the field officers’ quarters (Figure 
78).  Additional barracks were built along Stewart and Cornwell Fields 
during the second phase of construction and adjacent to the Quarter-
master and warehouse areas (Figures 79 and 80). 

 
Figure 70: A photograph of the honor guard setting up for a visit by President Roosevelt, April 28, 
1943 (CR Office, Fort Knox). The Headquarters building and theater are seen in the background. 
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Figure 71: Photograph of the officers’ mess hall, date unknown (CR Office, Fort Knox). 

 
Figure 72: Photograph of the theater (Building 1102), date unknown (CR Office, Fort Knox). 
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Figure 73: Photograph of the Hospital after 1940 addition was added, date unknown (CR Office, 
Fort Knox). 

 
Figure 74: Photograph of the post school (Building 1174), date unknown (CR Office, Fort Knox).  
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Figure 75: Photograph of the post chapel, date unknown (Rector 2005, 57)). 

 
Figure 76: Photograph of the Bachelor Officers’ Quarters circa 1935 (CR Office, Fort Knox). 
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Figure 77: Photograph of fire station and guard house circa 1935 (CR Office, Fort Knox). 

 
Figure 78: Photograph of a two-company barracks fronting Brooks Field (Building 1110), May 
1935 (CR Office, Fort Knox). 
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Figure 79: Photograph of a two-company barracks fronting Cornwell Field (Building 1306), date 
unknown (CR Office, Fort Knox). 

 
Figure 80: Photograph of quartermaster and ordnance barracks (Building 204), May 1935 (CR 
Office, Fort Knox). 

Existing Conditions: 

There is a huge range in the landscaping of support buildings throughout the 
historic district.  For example, the Headquarters and Officers’ Club are lushly 
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planted while the adjacent theater and post school have little if any landscape 
treatment (see Figures 56, 57 and 59). While hierarchy is an important char-
acteristic of the military, there needs to be some consistency in the treatment 
of support buildings throughout the historic district (Figures 81-86).   

The barracks buildings in the historic district are currently being used as ad-
ministration (Figures 87, 88, and 89).  Parking has been added on the parade 
grounds to accommodate personnel in these buildings.  Due to their recent 
rehab, the landscaping is recently panted along these buildings. 

 
Figure 81: Current photograph of Headquarters Building (Building #1101) (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 
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Figure 82: Current photograph of Hospital (Building #1002) (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 

 
Figure 83: Current photograph of Post Chapel (Building #1173) (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 
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Figure 84: Current photograph of the BOQ (Building #1117) (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 

 
Figure 85: Current photograph of the Red Cross Building (Building #1131) (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 
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Figure 86: Current photograph of the fire station (Building #469) (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 

 
Figure 87: Current photograph of a former four-company barracks building (Building #1109) 
(ERDC-CERL, 2007). 
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Figure 88: Current photograph a former two-company barracks (Building #1468) (ERDC-CERL, 
2007). 

 
Figure 89: Current photograph of quartermaster and ordnance barracks (Building #204) (ERDC-
CERL, 2007). 
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Design Recommendations: 

• Recommend using a consistent pallet of plant material, foundation 
plantings, mulch, edging products and features throughout the historic 
district.  

• Many of the support buildings throughout the district can be seen on 
all sides (parking and entrances are in the rear).  Any planting should 
extend around the buildings and incorporate any additional entrances 
and views to the buildings. 

• While historically evergreens were most often used in foundation 
plantings at Fort Knox, it is ideal to have a mix of deciduous and ever-
green plants.  For example, the use of flowering plants near building 
entrances can give needed interest. 

• After looking at mature spread, plant plants a least a foot or two away 
from the building and foundation to prevent damage to the building fa-
cades.  

• Since discipline and order are cultural traditions of the military, select 
plants and cultivars with these traits and eliminate the need for trim-
ming and added maintenance. 

• Groupings of plants is more effective than a sporadically planted row.  
Historically, groupings of plantings were used at corners of buildings, 
adjacent to doorways, and to soften large areas of facades without ar-
chitectural features. 

Housing Areas 

Clarke Neighborhood 

This neighborhood includes several different types of officers housing located 
along Chaffee Avenue, Old Ironsides Avenue, Forth Avenue, 13th Cavalry Road 
and Fifth Avenue.  The first section of housing, referred to as Type A, B and C 
in this report, is located at the eastern end of Fifth Avenue beginning at the 
northeast corner of Brooks Parade Field and terminating in a cul-de-sac.  
Built as company officer housing, there are a total of thirty-seven duplexes.  
Alleys run behind the quarters allowing access to garages underneath the 
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residences. Three types of residences were identified based on architectural 
features.  

Type A and Type B duplexes line both sides of the street. All of these houses 
have centered front doors and shared a kitchen entrance in the center of the 
duplex at one time. These entrances have been bricked over, but trellises still 
remain around the blocked openings. These two types differ in roof type with 
one set of buildings, Type A, having a story and a half with a gable roof (Quar-
ters # 1430, 1432, 1434, 1436, 1439, 1441, 1443, 1445, 1454, 1456, 1458, 1460, 
1463, and 1465), and Type B, having two stories with a hipped roof (Quarters 
#1431, 1433, 1435, 1438, 1440, 1442, 1444, 1446, 1453, 1455, 1457, 1459, 1461, 
1462, 1464, and 1466) (Figures 90 and 91). The third type of double quarters 
is located at the end of Fifth Avenue around a cul-de-sac (Buildings 1448, 
1449, 1450, 1451, 1452) (Figure 92).  The one exception is quarters #1447. 
Building #1447 is the only single family home on the street however, architec-
turally it is half a Type C duplex (Figure 93). 

The second section of housing was built as both company and field officers’ 
quarters.  The field officers’ quarters front the parade field along Old Iron-
sides and Fifth Avenues.  The company officers’ quarters are located along 
Forth Avenue, Chaffee Avenue, and 13th Cavalry Road.  For this report, the 
quarters are group based on their architectural style and include Types D, E, 
F, G, H and I.   

The company officers quarters, Type D, has a cross-gable roof and is located 
along Chaffee Avenue (Quarters #1132, 1134, and 1136) and along Forth Ave-
nue (Quarters #1410, 1412, and 1417) (Figure 94). Type E appears similar to D 
from the front, but since it was built for field officers, has a larger footprint 
and is prominently located along the parade field (Quarters #1402, 1404, 
1406, and 1408) (Figure 95). The one Type F residence is located in the center 
of Fifth Avenue along the parade field and is larger in footprint than Type E 
(Figure 96).   

The Type G quarters differ from those previously mentioned based on their 
rectangular footprint and a gable roof. Type Gs are located along Chaffee 
Avenue (Quarters #1119, 1120, 1133, and 1135) and along Forth Avenue (Quar-
ters #1423 and 1427) (Figure 97). Type H field officers’ quarters are similar 
style to D but have a larger foot print and are located along the parade field on 
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Fifth and Old Ironsides Avenues (Quarters #1121, 1122, 1401, 1403, 1407, and 
1409) (Figure 98).  

Type I quarters are duplex officers’ quarters located along 13th Cavalry Avenue 
and Forth Avenue (Quarters # 1125, 1126, 1127, 1411, 1413, 1416, 1419, 1420, 
1422, 1424, 1426, and 1429) (Figure 99). These are similar in style to Type C.  
And lastly, the Commanding General’s Quarters, Quarters 1, is prominently 
located at the corner of Fifth Avenue and Old Ironsides Avenue on the corner 
of the parade field.  

 

 
Figure 90: Photograph of a Type A style duplex (Building 1460 A-B) in the Clarke Neighborhood 
(ERDC-CERL, 2007). 
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Figure 91: Photograph of a Type B style duplex (Building 1431 A-B) in the Clarke Neighborhood 
(ERDC-CERL, 2007). 

 
Figure 92: Photograph of a Type C style duplex (Buildings 1448 and 1449) in the Clarke 
Neighborhood (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 
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Figure 93: Photograph of Quarters # 1447 in the Clarke Neighborhood (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 

 
Figure 94: Photograph of a Type D style quarters (Building 1412) in the Clarke Neighborhood 
(ERDC-CERL, 2007). 
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Figure 95: Photograph of a Type E style quarters (Building 1408) in the Clarke Neighborhood 
(ERDC-CERL, 2007). 

 
Figure 96: Photograph of the Type F style quarters (Building 1405) in the Clarke Neighborhood 
(ERDC-CERL, 2007). 
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Figure 97: Photograph of a Type G style quarters (Building 1423) in the Clarke Neighborhood 
(ERDC-CERL, 2007). 

 
Figure 98: Photograph of a Type H style quarters (Building 1121) in the Clarke Neighborhood 
(ERDC-CERL, 2007). 
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Figure 99: Photograph of a Type I style duplex (Building 1422 A-B) in the Clarke Neighborhood 
(ERDC-CERL, 2007). 

Historic Characteristics: 

• The field officers quarters are an impressive view across Brooks parade 
field (Figure 100). There are important views associated with the quar-
ters along Brooks Field and down the entrance drive, Chaffee Avenue 
(Figure 100).   

• Quarters along Chaffee Avenue, Fifth Avenue and Old Ironsides Ave-
nue are in prominent locations along the historic entrance to the can-
tonment and the parade field (Figure 101 and 102). These are some of 
the first buildings seen by visitors and the most impressive. 

• Varying architectural details, sizes and types of quarters provides ar-
chitectural diversity while consistent use of red brick and white painted 
Georgian Colonial Revival detailing provides continuity throughout the 
historic district (Figures 103-108). 
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• The curvilinear, tree-lined streets, of Forth and Fifth Avenues, are typi-
cal of city planning movements (Figure 109).  The layout of roads and 
quarters was in response to surrounding topography.  

 
Figure 100: View of Field Officers’ Quarters across Brooks Parade Field (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 

 
Figure 101: Post card view of field officers’ quarters along parade field, circa 1950s (CR Office, 
Fort Knox). 
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Figure 102: Photograph of the row of field officers’ quarters along the parade field, March 1935 
(NARA College Park, RG 77, #391, box 154, folder #5). 

 
Figure 103: Photograph of one Type D style company officers quarters, March 1935 (NARA 
College Park, RG 77 #393, box 109). 
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Figure 104: Photograph of a Type E style field officers quarters, April 1935 (NARA College Park, 
RG 77 #393, box 109, building 72). 

 
Figure 105: Photograph of the Type F style field officer’s quarters, April 1935 (NARA College Park, 
RG 77 #393, box 109, building 75). 
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Figure 106: Photograph of one Type G style company officers’ quarters, May 1935 (NARA College 
Park, RG 77 #393, box 109, building 23). 

 
Figure 107: Photograph of one Type H style field officers’ quarters, April 1935 (NARA College 
Park, RG 77 #393, box 109, building 62). 
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Figure 108: Photograph of a Type I style duplex, March 1935 (NARA College Park, RG 77 #393, 
box 109, building 59). 

 
Figure 109: Historic photograph of curvilinear road layout at Fifth and Forth Avenues, date 
unknown (CR Office, Fort Knox). 

Existing Conditions:  

The field officers quarters for the most part are in very good condition with 
extensive landscaping due to their prominent location.  The rears of the quar-
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ters are accessed by a system of alleys and drives (Figures 110 and 111).  Some 
of the side and rear yards along Forth and Fifth Avenues are fenced with wood 
privacy fencing (Figure 112).  All residences have a concrete patio, some di-
rectly adjacent to drives and alleys, others a bit farther away (Figure 113). 
They are used to varying degrees.   

The front landscaping for the company officers quarters varies.  Some resi-
dences have lush planting and others are sparse.  The rear yards for the most 
part are pretty bare and utilitarian (Figure 114).  Although they have patios, 
many are not being used (Figure 115).  Playgrounds are located behind the 
duplexes on Fifth Avenue and along 13th Cavalry Avenue (Figure 116).  

 
Figure 110: Photograph of rear of Quarters #1410 (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 
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Figure 111: Photograph of rear of Quarters #1408 (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 

 
Figure 112: Photograph of privacy fence at Quarters #1405 (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 
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Figure 113: Photograph of rear patio at Quarters #1121 (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 

 
Figure 114: Photograph of rear of Quarters #1431B (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 
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Figure 115: Photograph of rear yard with patio in Clarke Neighborhood (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 

 
Figure 116: Photograph of playground in Clarke Neighborhood (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 
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Design Recommendations: 

• Recommend a consistent pallet of plant material, foundation plantings, 
use of mulch, edging products and features.  While planting plans have 
been provided, each residence does not need to have the same planting 
plan.  A consistent use of plant material within each neighborhood or 
block will provide needed continuity.  However, plantings should gen-
erally be of similar size, massing, and form. 

• Since the quarters in this neighborhood are located in a prominent lo-
cation and are passed by all that visit the cantonment, it is recom-
mended more functional spaces, such as rear yards, patios and clothes-
lines, be screened with vegetation. 

• While evergreens were traditionally used during this time period and 
throughout the military, it is ideal to have a mix of deciduous and ever-
green plants.  A mix of flowering times and evergreen plants for winter 
will provide variety.  In addition, use a mixture of textures and habits. 

• After looking at mature spread, plant plants a least a foot or two away 
from the building and foundation to prevent damage to the building fa-
cades.  

• Since discipline and order are cultural traditions of the military, select 
plants and cultivars with these traits and eliminate the need for trim-
ming and added maintenance. 

• Some fronts of the residences are symmetrical, others are not symmet-
rical.  Use an appropriate planting scheme.  Those duplexes with cen-
tered doors, Type C and I specifically, can accommodate a less sym-
metrical plan. 

• It is recommended to keep the foundation plantings on the small-scale 
as to not overwhelm the front architectural detail.  

• The taller two-story type residences can accommodate taller plant ma-
terial.  Shorter one and a half story homes should not plant tall shrubs.  
It is important to keep the mature size in mind when planting. 
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• Plantings should be grouped for more effect especially in the larger 
residences.  Ground covers can be used under and between plants to 
fill in and keep away weeds.  

• In rear yards, old clothes lines that are not being used should be re-
moved.  If possible, fenced areas should be built for garbage cans. 

• In rear yards, vegetation should be used to screen patios for privacy.  

See proposed planting plans for the quarters in the Clarke Neighborhood 
(Figures 117-134). 

 

 
Figure 117: Elevation view of proposed planting plan for the Type A duplexes in the Clarke 
Neighborhood (ERDC-CERL). 
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Figure 118: Plan view of 
proposed planting plan for 
the Type A duplexes in the 
Clarke Neighborhood 
(ERDC-CERL). 
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Figure 119: Elevation view of proposed planting plan for the Type B duplexes in the Clarke 
Neighborhood (ERDC-CERL).  
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Figure 120: Plan view of proposed 
planting plan for the Type B 
duplexes in the Clarke 
Neighborhood (ERDC-CERL). 
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Figure 121: Elevation view of proposed planting plan for the Type C duplexes in the Clarke 
Neighborhood (ERDC-CERL).  
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Figure 122: Plan view of proposed p
plan for the Type C duplexes in the Clark
Neighborhood (ERDC-CERL). 

lanting 
e 
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Figure 123: Elevation view of proposed planting plan for the Type D quarters in the Clarke 
Neighborhood (ERDC-CERL). 
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Figure 124: Plan view of proposed planting 
plan for the Type D quarters in the Clarke 
Neighborhood (ERDC-CERL). 
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Figure 125: Elevation view of proposed planting plan for the Type E quarters in the Clarke 
Neighborhood (ERDC-CERL). 
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Figure 126: Plan 
view of proposed 
planting plan for 
the Type E 
quarters in the 
Clarke 
Neighborhood 
(ERDC-CERL). 
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Figure 127: Elevation view of proposed planting plan for the Type F quarters in the Clarke 
Neighborhood (ERDC-CERL).  
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Figure 128: 
Plan view of 
proposed 
planting plan 
for the Type F 
quarters in the 
Clarke 
Neighborhood 
(ERDC-CERL). 
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Figure 129: Elevation view of proposed planting plan for the Type G and H quarters in the Clarke 
Neighborhood (ERDC-CERL). 
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Figure 130: Plan view of 
proposed planting plan for 
the Type G quarters in the 
Clarke Neighborhood 
(ERDC-CERL). 
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Figure 131: Elevation view of proposed planting plan for the Type H quarters in the Clarke 
Neighborhood (ERDC-CERL. 
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Figure 132: 
Plan view of 
proposed 
planting plan 
for the Type H 
quarters in the 
Clarke 
Neighborhood 
(ERDC-CERL). 
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Figure 133: Elevation view of proposed planting plan for the Type I duplexes in the Clarke 
Neighborhood (ERDC-CERL).  
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Figure 134: 
Plan view of 
proposed 
planting plan 
for the Type I 
duplexes in 
the Clarke 
Neighborhood 
(ERDC-CERL). 
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Johnson Neighborhood 

This neighborhood includes both single family and duplex housing for non-
commissioned (NCO) officers. Located in a triangular parcel of land south of 
the Brooks Parade Field, there are 35 duplexes and 7 single family quarters. 
The neighborhood is made up of three streets, Pell Street, 8th Avenue and 9th 
Avenue. Quarters line both sides of the street and have alley access in the rear. 
The single family quarters and those along 8th Avenue were built in 1934. The 
rest, along the west side of Pell Street and those along 9th Avenue, were built 
during the second phase of construction in 1938.  

The single family quarters are cottage-style (#423, 424, 425, 426, 427, 447, 
and 448) (Figure 135). The duplexes were constructed based on the same two-
story, four bay plan with a difference in roof and entry vestibules. Those du-
plexes built in 1934 include (#431, 432, 434, 435, 436, 437, 438, 439, 440, 
441, 442, 443 447, 448) (Figure 136). Those built in 1938 include attached ga-
rages in the rear and are missing the entry vestibule (#414, 415, 46, 417, 418, 
419, 420, 421, 422, 449, 450, 451, 452, 453, 454, 455, 456, 457, 458, 459, 460, 
461, and 462) (Figure 137). 

 
Figure 135: Photograph of the cottage-style single-family quarters in the Johnson Neighborhood 
(ERDC-CERL, 2007). 
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Figure 136: Photograph of duplex quarters in Johnson neighborhood built in 1934 (ERDC-CERL, 
2007). 

 
Figure 137: Photograph of the rear of a 1938 built duplex with garage in the Johnson 
Neighborhood (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 
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Historic Characteristics: 

• Varied architectural styles of quarters along the street, including some 
single family homes and some duplexes (Figure 138 and 139). 

• Architectural details such as vine-covered arbors enveloping the en-
trances enhance the cottage style (Figure 140).  

• The quarters have alternating architectural details so each is different 
from its neighboring quarters in appearance (Figures 141, 142, 143, and 
144). 

• Neighborhood has tree-lined streets laid out in a linear pattern with a 
playground and garages in the open space in the center.  Layout of road 
and quarters is unusual and was designed in response to the triangular 
parcel of land.  

 
Figure 138:  A row of single non-commissioned officers’ quarters, 1934 (CR Office, Fort Knox). 
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Figure 139: Photograph of a row of NCO duplexes in the Johnson Neighborhood, circa 1935 
(NARA, College Park, #393, box 110, folder 5). 

 
Figure 140: Row of single non-commissioned officers’ quarters with landscaping from a 1940s 
photo book (CR office, Fort Knox). 
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Figure 141: Photograph of a single family cottage, May 1935 (NARA, College Park, #393, box 
110, building 171).  

 
Figure 142: Photograph of a NCO duplex in Johnson neighborhood, May 1935 (NARA, College 
Park, #393, box 110, building 164 A-B). 
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Figure 143: Photograph of another style NCO duplex in the Johnson neighborhood, May 1935 
(NARA, College Park, #393, box 110, building 167 A-B). 

 
Figure 144: Photograph of another style of NCO duplex in Johnson Neighborhood, November 
1940 (NARA, College Park, #393, box 109, building 138 A-B). 
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Existing Conditions:  

The street tree plantings in the Johnson Neighborhood are in good condition 
and for the most part are just missing a few trees here and there (Figure 145). 
The foundation plantings for the quarters are predominately evergreen 
shrubs and some are overgrown for their location (Figure 146). Many of the 
quarters have little or no foundation plantings remaining (Figure 147). In 
some cases, the two halves of the duplex differ greatly (Figure 148). The rears 
of the quarters are for the most part very functional, with parking, garbage 
cans and little else (Figure 149). There is a playground for the neighborhood 
(Figure 50).  

 
Figure 145: Street tree planting along 9th Avenue (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 
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Figure 146: Photograph of overgrown evergreen foundation plantings in Johnson Neighborhood 
(ERDC-CERL, 2007). 

 
Figure 147: Photograph of quarters without foundation planting in Johnson Neighborhood (ERDC-
CERL, 2007). 
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Figure 148: Photograph of a Johnson Neighborhood duplex with different foundation plantings on 
other side (ERDC-CERL, 2007). 

 
Figure 149: Photograph of rear of single NCO quarters, Johnson Neighborhood (ERDC-CERL, 
2007). 
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Figure 150: Rear of NCO Quarters, community space, and playground in Johnson Neighborhood 
(ERDC-CERL, 2007). 

Design Recommendations: 

• Recommend a consistent palate of plant material, foundation plant-
ings, use of mulch, edging products and features. While planting plans 
have been provided, each residence does not need to have the same 
planting plan.  A consistent use of plant material within each 
neighborhood or block will provide needed continuity.  However, 
plantings should generally be of similar size, massing, and form. 

• Since the fronts of the duplexes are symmetrical, a symmetrical plant-
ing plan is recommended. The cottages are asymmetrical and can ac-
commodate an asymmetrical plan. 

• While evergreens were traditionally used during this time period and 
throughout the military, it is ideal to have a mix of deciduous and ever-
green plants.  A mix of flowering times and evergreen plants for winter 
will provide variety.  In addition, use a mixture of textures and habits. 

• After looking at mature spread, plant plants a least a foot or two away 
from the building and foundation to prevent damage to the building fa-
cades.  
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• Select plants and cultivars without a need for trimming and other 
maintenance. 

• When possible, use vegetation to screen ac units, unsightly pipes and 
faucets, and garbage areas while still providing access. 

See proposed planting plans for the Johnson Neighborhood (Figures 151-156). 

 
Figure 151: Elevation view of proposed planting plan for the single quarters (Type A) in the 
Johnson Neighborhood (ERDC-CERL).  
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Figure 152: Plan view of proposed planting plan for the single 
quarters (Type A) in the Johnson Neighborhood (ERDC-CERL). 
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Figure 153: Elevation view of proposed planting plan for Johnson Neighborhood Type B duplexes 
(ERDC-CERL).  
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Figure 154: Plan view of proposed planting plan 
for the Johnson Neighborhood Type B duplexes 
(ERDC-CERL). 
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Figure 155: Elevation view of proposed planting plan for Johnson Neighborhood Type C duplexes 
(ERDC-CERL). 
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Figure 156: Plan view 
of proposed planting 
plan for the Johnson 
Neighborhood Type C 
duplexes (ERDC-CERL). 
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Water Street Neighborhood 

This neighborhood includes five single residences (Quarters #1200, 1201, 
1202, 1203, 1204) along Water Street built between 1937 and 1938 as operator 
housing for the water treatment plant. The water treatment plant, completed 
in 1942, is architecturally impressive with its Art Deco style and is located di-
rectly north of the quarters (Figure 157). A driveway and two garage buildings 
are located behind the quarters (Figure 158). Opposite Water Street is a large 
field with some playground equipment for the neighborhood (Figure 159).  

 
Figure 157: Photograph of quarters along Water Street with water treatment plant in the 
background (ERDC-CERL 2007). 
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Figure 158: Photograph of one of two garages behind the quarters (ERDC-CERL 2007). 

 
Figure 159: Playground equipment across from Water Street residences (ERDC-CERL 2007). 

Historic Characteristics: 

• While geographically set apart from the rest of the cantonment, these 
quarters have the same architectural detail and style as the rest of the 
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residential neighborhoods (Figure 160). However, one style of resi-
dence is featured and there is no architectural variety from one resi-
dence to another as is present in other neighborhoods. 

• The location close to the water treatment plant was key in the siting of 
these quarters.  

• Quarters and yards are smaller in size than other neighborhoods in the 
historic district, which reflects the hierarchy in “rank” (Figures 161 and 
162). In addition, the location is less desirable adjacent to the train 
tracks. 

 

 
Figure 160: Photograph of the water treatment plant operators’ quarters along Water Street, circa 
1937 (NARA, College Park, #391, box 154, folder 7). 
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Figure 161: Photograph of the front of quarters along Water Street with the water treatment plant 
in the background (NARA, College Park, #391, box 155, folder #8). 

 
Figure 162: Photograph of the back yards of the quarters along Water Street (NARA, College Park, 
#391, box 155, folder #8). 

Existing Conditions:  

In front of the quarters is a row of oak trees. The foundation plantings along 
the fronts of these quarters are predominantly evergreen shrubs (Figure 163). 
Rear yards contain a concrete patio area adjacent to house (Figure 164). At 
least one residence has a chain link fenced side yard. The driveway in the rear 
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provides parking and close access to the rear entrances but breaks up the 
yard.  

 
Figure 163: Photograph of front of Quarters #1201 (ERDC-CERL 2007). 
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Figure 164: Photograph behind Water Street residences of patio areas, alley, and garages (ERDC-
CERL 2007). 

Design Recommendations: 

• Since rear yards back up to train track, recommend planting some 
buffer plantings in front of chain link fence.  

• Consider planting designs that enhance the asymmetrical facades. 

• Suggest using a variety of plant material to add interest.  

• Choose plant material that will not overwhelm the scale of the quar-
ters. Plant with mature plant size in mind. 

• Consider planting to screen one residence from another in the rear 
yards to provide privacy when using patio. 

See proposed planting plans for the Water Street Residences (Figure 165 and 
166).  
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Figure 165: Elevation view of proposed planting plan for Water Street residences (ERDC-CERL).  
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Figure 166: Plan view of proposed 
planting plan for Water Street 
residences (ERDC-CERL). 
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6 Plant List 

The following plant list was adapted from plant lists popular during the pe-
riod(s) of significance.41 Deletions, substitutions, and recommendations 
added based on pest issues, maintenance, and current availability in the nurs-
ery trade. 

Shade Trees 

Scientific name Common name Size Habit Characteristics 

Acer platanoides Norway Maple Height 60-80’ oval to rounded yellow fall color 

Acer rubrum Red Maple Height 60-80’ rounded rich fall color 

Acer saccarium Sugar Maple Height 60-80’ rounded rich fall color 

Aesculus glabra Ohio Buckeye Height 60-80’ rounded evergreen 

Fraxinus ameri-

cana 

White Ash Height 60-80’ pyramidal to oval fall color 

Fraxinus pennsyl-

vanica 

Green Ash Height 50-60’ oval yellow fall color 

Gleditsia tricanthos 

var. inermis 

Thornless Honey 

Locust 

Height 60-80’ pyramidal yellow fall color 

Juglans nigra Black Walnut Height 60-100’ oval Note: fruit is messy 

Liquidambar 

styraciflua 

Sweetgum Height 60-80’ pyramidal Note: fruit is messy 

Lirodendron 

tulipifera 

Tulip tree Height 70-90’ oval rounded fall color 

Quercus alba White Oak Height 70-90’ rounded russet fall color 

                                                                 
41  Adams, Denise Wiles, Restoring American Gardens: An Encyclopedia of Heirloom Ornamental Plants, 

(Portland, OR: Timber Press, 2004); Favretti, Rudy J. and Joy Putnam Favretti, Landscapes and Gardens for 
Historic Buildings, Second Edition (Walnut Creek, CA: AltaMira Press, 1997); Johnson, Leonard H., Founda-
tion Planting, (New York: A.T. De La Mare Company, Inc., 1927). 
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Scientific name Common name Size Habit Characteristics 

Quercus coccinea Scarlet Oak Height 50-80’ rounded brilliant fall color, 

hard to transplant 

Quercus plaustris Pin Oak Height 70-90’ rounded easy to grow, russet 

fall color 

Quercus rubra Red Oak Height 70-90’ rounded red fall color 

Quercus phellos Willow Oak Height 70-90’ rounded fine textured 

Tillia americana American Linden Height 70-90’ oval rounded flowers in June 

Evergreen Trees 

Scientific name Common name Size Habit Characteristics 

Juniperus virgin-

iana 

Red Cedar Height 40-50’ columnar to oval-

rounded 

highly used on mili-

tary installations  

Picea abies Norway Spruce Height 30-50’ pyramidal evergreen 

Pinus nigra Austrian Pine Height 50-80' oval to pictur-

esque 

evergreen 

Pinus strobus White Pine Height 50-80' oval to pictur-

esque 

evergreen 

Pinus sylvestris  Scotch Pine  Height 50-80’  pyramidal to pic-

turesque 

evergreen 

Thuja occidentalis American Arborvi-

tae 

Height 15-25’ columnar to oval evergreen 

Ornamental Trees 

Scientific name Common name Size Habit Characteristics 

Acer ginalla Amur Maple Height 18’ rounded nice fall color 

Amelanchier cana-

densis 

Downy Shadblow Height 15-25’ rounded white spring flowers, 

red fall color 
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Scientific name Common name Size Habit Characteristics 

Cercis canadensis Redbud Height 20’ rounded pink flowers early in 

spring 

Cornus florida Hy-

brids  

Flowering Dog-

wood Hybrids 

Height 30’  rounded white flowers in 

spring, disease resis-

tance 

Cornus mas Cornelian Cherry Height 20’ rounded yellow flowers in 

spring 

Crataegus crusgalli 

var. inermis 

Thornless Cockspur 

Hawthorn 

Height 15-20’ broad-rounded showy white flowers 

in spring 

Koelreuteria pani-

culata 

Goldenrain tree Height 40’ oval yellow flowers in 

June 

Malus cultivars Crabapple Height 15’ rounded to 

broad-rounded 

select disease resis-

tant varieties, flowers 

in spring 

Malus ‘Jewelberry’ ‘Jewelberry’ Crab-

apple 

Height 6’ broad-rounded pink-white flowers 

Magnolia hybrid 

‘Day Break’ 

‘Daybreak’ Magno-

lia 

Height 15-25’ rounded pink flowers in May 

after danger of frost 

Magnolia virgin-

iana 

Sweetbay Magnolia Height 20-30’  rounded showy flowers in 

spring, best plant in 

a protected area 

Magnolia sou-

langeana 

Saucer Magnolia Height 20-30’ rounded showy flowers in 

spring 

Prunus maakii Amur Chokecherry Height 30-40’ pyramidal white flowers in May 

Pyrus calleryana  Flowering Pear Height 30-40’ pyramidal white flowers in early 

May, fall color 
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Shrubs and Ground Covers 

Scientific name Common name Size Habit Characteristics 

Aronia arbutifolia 

‘Brilliantissima’ 

Red Chokeberry Height 6-8’, 

Spread 3-5’ 

rounded fall color, showy fruit 

Berberis thunbergii  Japanese Barberry Height 2-4’, 

Spread 2-4’ 

rounded rich green or purple 

foliage, red berries in 

fall 

Buddeia davidii Butterfly bush Height 5-10’, 

Spread 5-10’ 

rounded arching flowers summer 

Buxus ‘Green 

Mountain’  

Green Mountain 

Boxwood  

Height 3-5’, 

Spread 2-4’  

upright, pyrami-

dal 

evergreen 

Buxus ‘Green Vel-

vet’ 

Green Velvet Box-

wood 

Height 2-3’, 

Spread 2-3’ 

low, rounded evergreen 

Buxus sempervirens 

‘Green Tower’ 

Green Tower Box-

wood 

Height 5-9’, 

Spread 2-3’ 

upright, colum-

nar 

evergreen 

Calycanthus flo-

ridus 'Athens' 

Carolina Allspice Height 4-6’, 

Spread 4-6’ 

compact rounded fragrant light yellow 

flowers in May, fall 

color 

Chaenomeles speci-

osa  

Flowering Quince Height 2-4’, 

Spread 3-5’ 

broad rounded 

and spreading 

many cultivars, 

stunning flower dis-

play in spring 

Clethra alnifolia 

‘Hummingbird’, 

‘Compacta’ or ‘Ruby 

Spice’ 

Dwarf Summer-

sweet Clethra 

Height 3-6’ 

Spread varies 

broad-rounded white and pink fra-

grant flowers in 

summer 

Cornus alba Tatarian Dogwood Height 5-6’, 

Spread 5-6’ 

rounded some with variegated 

leaves 
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Scientific name Common name Size Habit Characteristics 

Cotoneaster acuti-

folius 

Peking cotoneaster Height 5-8’, 

Spread 5-8’ 

rounded fall color, black fruit 

Deutzia gracilis 

'Nikko'  

Nikko Deutzia Height 18-30”, 

Spread 4-6’ 

spreading white flowers in late 

spring, deep bur-

gundy fall color 

Euonymus alatus 

‘Compactus’ 

Compact Burning 

Bush 

Height 6-8’, 

Spread 4-6’ 

rounded fall color 

Forsythia x inter-

media 

Border Forsythia varies per culti-

var 

arching yellow spring flowers 

Hamamelis ver-

nalis 

Vernal Witchhazel Height 6-10’, 

Spread 6-10’ 

rounded yellow-red flowers 

February-March 

Hamamelis virgin-

iana 

Common Witch-

hazel 

Height 15-25’, 

Spread 15-25’ 

rounded yellow flowers in 

November 

Hydrangea arbor-

escens 'Annabelle'  

Annabelle Hydran-

gea 

Height 3-4’, 

Spread 3-6’ 

broad rounded large, snowball-like 

white flowers in 

summer 

Hydrangea macro-

phylla or serrata 

Bigleaf Hydrangea Height 3-5’, 

Spread 3-5’ 

broad rounded blue or pink flowers 

in mid-summer 

Hydrangea querci-

folia 

Oak Leaf Hydran-

gea 

Height 4-6’, 

Spread 4-6’ 

broad rounded white flowers in June 

July 

Ilex glabra 

'Compacta' or 

‘Nordic'  

Compact Inkberry 

Holly 

Height 3-5’, 

Spread 3-5’ 

upright , oval excellent for founda-

tions, hedges and 

massing 

Juniperus chinensis Pfitzer Juniper Height 3-5’, 

Spread 1-2’ 

rounded many cultivars 

Juniperus commu-

nis ‘Gold Cone’ 

Gold Cone Juniper Height 5-10’, 

Spread 4-6’ 

dense upright narrow columnar 

evergreen 
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Scientific name Common name Size Habit Characteristics 

Juniperus horizon-

talis  

Creeping Juniper Height 1-2’, 

Spread 4-6’ 

spreading groundcover, many 

cultivars, Plumosa is 

one 

Juniperus sabina 

'Broadmoor' 

Broadmoor Savin 

Juniper 

Height 1-2’, 

Spread 4-6’ 

spreading fine-textured, 

mounded spreader, 

bright green 

Kerria japonica Japanese Kerria Height 3-6’, 

Spread 4-6’ 

upright arching yellow flowers in 

May 

Kolkwitzia amabilis Beauty bush Height 6-10’, 

Spread 4-6’ 

upright arching pink flowers in May 

Ligustrum vulgare Privet Height  8-10’, 

spread 6-8’ 

upright good hedge planting 

Pachysandra ter-

minalis  

Pachysandra Height 6-8”, 

Spread 9-12” 

low growing an evergreen ground 

cover  

Philadelphus coro-

narius 

Sweet Mockorange Height 10-12’, 

Spread 10-12’ 

rounded flowers May-June 

Pinus mugo 'Slow-

mound'' 

Slowmound Mugo 

Pine 

Height 3-5’, 

Spread 3-5’ 

broad-rounded dwarf with dense, 

dark green foliage 

Prunus glandulosa Dwarf Flowering 

Almond 

Height 3-5’, 

Spread 3-4’ 

broad rounded 

and leggy 

pink or white showy 

flowers in April  

Rhododendron 

‘P.J.M.’ 

P.J.M. Rhododen-

dron 

Height 3-6', 

Spread 2-4' 

oval to broad 

rounded 

hardy with lavender-

pink flowers in April 

Rhododendron 

‘Rosy Lights’ 

Rosy Lights Azalea Height 4-5’, 

Spread 4-5’ 

rounded many ‘Lights’ culti-

vars, cold hardy, 

spring flowering pink 

Rosa rugosa Rugosa Rose Height 4-5’, 

Spread 4-5’ 

rounded flowers all summer 

long 
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Scientific name Common name Size Habit Characteristics 

Rosa ‘Carefree’ or 

‘Nearly Wild” 

Shrub Rose Height 2-4’, 

Spread 2-4’ 

rounded to broad 

rounded 

vigorous, low main-

tenance, winter 

hardy and bloom all 

summer 

Spiraea japonica 

‘Anthony Waterer’ 

Anthony Waterer 

Spirea  

Height 2-3’, 

Spread 2-4’ 

rounded to broad 

rounded 

bright rose-pink 

flowers from June to 

September 

Spiraea thunbergii Baby’s breath 

Spirea 

Height 1-2’, 

Spread 2-4’ 

rounded showy, graceful 

shrub 

Spiraea x vanhout-

tei 'Snow White' 

Snow White Van-

houtte Spirea 

Height 4-6’ 

Spread 4-6’ 

rounded compact form, white 

flowers spring 

Spiraea x bumalda 

'Magic Carpet' 

Magic Carpet Bu-

mald Spirea 

Height 1-2’, 

Spread 2-4’  

rounded new growth is bright 

orange changing to 

chartreuse; finally 

red fall color and 

Deep purple-pink 

flowers in late spring 

Syringa meyeri 

'Palibin'  

Dwarf Korean Lilac  

 

 Height 4-6', 

Spread 4-6' 

rounded purple flowers in 

mid-May, powdery 

mildew resistant 

Syringa patula 

“Miss Kim” 

Miss Kim Dwarf 

Lilac 

Height 5-8’, 

Spread 5-8’ 

compact flowers in mid-May 

Syringa vulgaris Common Lilac Height 10-15’, 

Spread 6-12’ 

arching, rounded flowers in spring 

Taxus x media 

'Taunton' 

Taunton Yew  

 

Height 3-4’, 

Spread 4-6’ 

broad-rounded a low, spreading, 

graceful form that is 

resistant to winter 

burn 

Thuja occidentalis 

‘Hetz Midget’ 

Hetz Midget Arbor-

vitae 

Height 3-4’ 

Spread 2-3’ 

rounded evergreen 
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Scientific name Common name Size Habit Characteristics 

Thuja occidentalis 

‘Holmstrup’ 

Holmstrup Arborvi-

tae 

Height 3-6’, 

Spread 2-3’ 

pyramidal evergreen 

Thuja occidentalis 

‘Emerald’ 

Emerald Arborvitae Height 15-20’, 

Spread 4-6’ 

pyramidal evergreen 

Viburnum carlesii 

'Cayuga' or 

‘Compactum' 

Koreanspice Vibur-

num 

Height 3-5’, 

Spread 3-6’  

Rounded, broad 

rounded 

very fragrant white 

flowers in early 

spring and fall color 

Viburnum pruni-

folium 

Blackhaw Vibur-

num 

Height 12-15’, 

Spread 8-12’ 

rounded flowers in May 

Viburnum rufidu-

lum 

Southern Blackhaw Height 10-20’, 

Spread 10-20’ 

rounded white flowers in May 

Viburnum trilobum 

'Compactum' 

Compact American 

Cranberrybush 

Viburnum  

Height 4-5’, 

Spread 3-4’ 

dense rounded white flowers in May 

and June are fol-

lowed by red fruit, 

glossy green foliage 

turns red to purple in 

fall 

Vinca minor Vinca Height 4-6”, 

Spread 9-14” 

low growing a spreading, ever-

green ground cover  

Weigela florida 

'Variegata'  

Variegated Weigela  Height 3-5’, 

Spread 3-5’ 

rounded green leaves edged in 

a creamy white with 

pink blossoms late 

spring 
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7 Conclusion 

After inventorying the Fort Knox cantonment and evaluating the historic 
landscape, it is recommended that the historic district, as established in the 
draft inventory report, Inventory, Evaluation, and Nomination of Military 
Installation: Fort Knox, Kentucky by Goodwin and Associates, be expanded 
to include the Chaffee Avenue gates, the Stithton traffic circle and potentially 
all of Cornwell Field, Knox Street and the land between.  While the current 
district includes all eligible buildings, it is without consideration of landscape 
features such Cornwell Field, the gates at Chaffee and historic circulation pat-
terns.  It is felt that Cornwell Field and the associated open space were an im-
portant element in the design and layout of the cantonment during the period 
of significance. 

Recommendations are included on landscaping within the Historic District 
with a concentration of the historic housing areas: Clarke, Johnson, and Wa-
ter Street neighborhoods.  The overall recommendation is that a “vocabulary” 
of landscape material be developed, including fencing, mulch, edging treat-
ments, and plant material, to be used throughout the historic district.  This 
will create continuity within the district and hopefully facilitate implementa-
tion of improvements and streamline the Section 106 process. 

In addition, further research is needed on the former Stithton Quarters, now 
located along Farragut Street.  
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